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PREFACE

The unique Arabic text, "Revelation of Secrets of

the Operations in the Egyptian Mint" is of the thirteenth

century. Although much of it is still difficult to understand,

nevertheless, it has been deemed worthy of translation into

English to make a knowledge of some of its chemistry and

technology available to Western historians of science. The

translation is not always a strictly literal one in order

that it would better be understood by technological readers.

The Arabic text with a commentary by "^Abd al-Ratoin Fahmy

was published in Cairo in 1966 while the present author's

work was near completion. The two works complement each

other in the material discussed although there are a number

of differences in understanding of the technical terminology.

This monograph is a first attempt to mderstand

chemical technology as found in Arabic minting, especially

in its silver and gold metallurgy. It is, therefore, hmbly

hoped that this work will be accepted as such so that others

may build upon it as further manuscript evidence is discovered.

The author wishes to thank the Egyptian National

Library, Cairo, and Fuad Sayyid, its Keeper of Manuscripts,

for kindness shown to the author in making available the

rich resources of this world-famed depository.

i

Martin Levey
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Chapter I

Arabic Chemical Technology

Ancient treatises on chemical technology serve

as one of the best means to gain insight into the level of

early chemistry. This includes the development of the

purification of chemicals, the types of apparatus available,

the chemical operations, the manufacturing procedures, the

physical properties of substances, and the chemical reactions.

Most often, contrary-wise, where only the alchemical writings

are studied, the mixture of magic, astrology, and other

tangential matters, although of value, tends to obscure the

content of chemical knowledge. For the historian of chemistry,

therefore, it is more satisfactory to consider both the
1

alchemical and propaedeutic works as being interdependent.

This statement is also true for students of the more practicsil

arts in which chemistry assumes an important role.

Joined in this fashion, with a historical perspective,

these two artificial branches of ancient chemical treatises

make a considerable contribution to the understanding of

the early strengthening of the philosophical processes and

the pressures for objectivity in science in general.

In the early medieval period chemical technology in

industry is described mainly in Latin, Persian, and Arabic

texts. These texts have enriched our knowledge of the Muslims



In this area out of all proportion to their small number.

The sources of these treatises are to be found in Greek works

of the first few centuries A.D. in Alexandria and later in

Byzantium, in the oral literature of the practical workers

in the arts at the time, and in earlier works of the Egyptians,
2

Mesopotamians, Indians, Persians, and Chinese.

One Persian text by abu al-Qasim "^Abd^lah ibn "^Ali
3

ibn Muhammad ibn abi Tahir of Kashan is concerned almost
• •

entirely with minerals and perfumes. The most significant

chapter of this text is its last, on faience and ceramic

techniques. This section describes a technology which is

rare in Arabic literature except for scattered fragments.
5

In an eighth century Latin work studied by Muratori,

one of the sections is devoted to the coloring and dyeing of

stone to be used in the manufacture of mosaics, their gilding

and silvering, and their polishing. The remainder of the

Latin work contains lists of minerals, metals, and materials

from metals used in the jewelry industry and in painting.

Also described are the dyeing of skins, the manufacture of

vegetable pigments for painters and illuminators, the extrac

tion of mercury, the preparation of litharge, orpiment,

cinnabar, and many more industrial products and manufacturing

processes in the chemical field. The entire text is in a

barbaro-Latin including a nxmiber of transliterated Greek

words. It is believed that the recipes in this work



6
were originally Byzantine in origin.

In the area of Arabic bookmaking, the many chemical
7

aspects have been studied from the major manuscripts and a

few others. A work by ibn Badis describes the manufacture

of black and colored inks, liqs (or liqas, ink-soaked wool

or felt wads meant for use with the pen and not for the brush),

mixtures of dyes of varying colors, metallic and secret inks,

erasure materials for use on paper and parchment, glues for

bookbinding and the adherence of gold and silver foil, and

the tanning of skins to be used as leather covers for books.

Also included are the manufacture of paper and its tinting,

the method of binding books and a description of the tools

used, and finally a section on the testing of the purity of

materials used.

The book by al-Sufyani (1619), "Art of Bookbinding
8

and Gilding" is concerned primarily with detailed descriptions

of the many binding operations. Subsumed are various chemical

processes, as the preparation of a gold solution, manufacture

of fish glue and its use, and tanning and dyeing of leather
9

for decorative purposes.

Many treatises which are of great value in exploring

the chemical propaedeutics of the Arabs fall into the area

of pharmacology and pharmacy. What is probably the richest

source for Arabic chemistry is, without doubt, the materia

medica, their preparations as simples and in compounded form,

3



and their uses. This area has been largely ignored by

historians of Arabic chemistry and chemical technology. How

ever, a fair section of this material has lately been studied
10

by the present author. The literature is extensive and

because of its relatively strong objectivity, it is of special

interest for a knowledge of the practical chemical processes

involved.

Of further value are the practical treatises on

agriculture. These contain much information relative to the

procurement of botanical chemicals, their purification,

extraction, distillation, and other operations concerned
11

with refining. Ibn al-^Awwam's work in this area is also

of great importance for its botanical information. He

flourished in Seville toward the end of the twelfth century.
12

In his work, he described 585 cultivated plants.

Because of its widespread importance, the art of

perfumery in Muslim times and earlier demanded of its practi

tioners a detailed knowledge relating to the manufacture of

the chemicals and their preparation for use both in medicine

and cosmetics. Although aromatic products are known to have

been used in preliterate times in ancient Mesopotamia, the

earliest propaedeutic texts in perfumery are in Akkadian
13 1^

from about 1200 B.C., and in Sanskrit.

In early Arabic times, odoriferous materials were

described in medicsil texts and in special treatises devoted



to the preparation of aromatics, their uses, the chemical

apparatus used in their manufacture, and the compoionding

of these substances in salves, perfume water, incense, and

1?
in other useful forms.

It is surprising how large a role chemical technology

played in the many phases of medieval warfare of the Muslims.

Combat weapons of metal were manufactured as well as a

variety of incendiary products, gunpowder, and military

chemicals. Some of the latter known in the art of warfare

were petroleum products, oils having a low kindling tempera

ture from many botanicals, inflammable resins from the pine,

pistachio, and other trees, animal fats, vinegar, quicklime,

arsenic, saltpeter, and charcoal.

Still, one of the best sources for Muslim chemical

technology is in the Arabic alchemical treatises. These

contain much description and discussion of practical applications

in the metallurgy of gold and silver, bleaching, coloring of
16

metals, manufacture of ink, apparatus, mineralogy, and

chemicals of interest.

The chemistry of these texts is largely Alexandrian.

Although there was a strong tie between alchemy and chemical

technology, nevertheless, the Greek and Arabic technology

seemed to fall behind the level of chemical understanding

17
and practice in the alchemical works.

An interesting text by al-Simawx, called '^Uyun

5



al-haqa'lq wa-idah al-tara^'iq, "Sources of the truth and

explanation of the ways," includes ink recipes, liq recipes,
18

solution of gold and dyes.

19
Ibn Khaldun, in his refutation of alchemy, discussed

the treating and processing of gold by the alchemists. He

stated that they attempted to imitate nature in its manner

of producing gold in the mines, for example. The alchemists,

according to ibn Khaldun, tried to enlarge on the active

and passive powers of metals to raise them in the scale,

eventually, to gold. The generation of gold in the mine

was supposed to take lOBO years; the alchemists simply tried

to hasten the process.

In fragmented form, much technological information

of the medieval Arabic period may be derived from ancient

Arabic texts on history, biography, travel, geography, and

from works on botany and zoology. Treatises on the construc

tion of tools and instrments and use of the balance are

also of importance for chemical technology. The importance

of the balance and its techniques in minting will be noted

in the translation of the ibn Ba*=ra text when assaying is

described and also its use in the manufacturing process of
20

coinage.

Complete texts on the metallurgy of silver and

gold are not extant. However, material pertaining to this



area of techiology may be found as digressions in other

Arabic treatises and more directly in treatises on minting.

The eighth century Latin Compositiones ad tingenda musiva,

"Recipes for coloring mosaics," contains recipes for artists

and craftsmen. Vaguely described also are the working of

metals as gold, silver, and lead, the manufacture of gold

21
leaf, and the use of gold amalgam.

Another Latin text probably of the same century,

Mappae clavicula de efficiendo auro, "Key to the recipe of

preparing gold," contains descriptions of methods for the
22

manufacture of alloys and their uses as substitutes for

silver and gold. The recipes are frequently to be found
23

in the third century Leiden Greek papyrus mentioned earlier.

The Mappae clavicula is much larger than the

Compositiones ... These two works, based on Alexandrian and

Byzantine sources, show no trace of Muslim influence.

A handbook, possibly of Rome in the tenth century,

by a "Heraclius" goes over some of the same topics mentioned

above. The work is called Libri Eraclii de coloribus et

artibus Romanorum and is in three books. The first two are

in verse and the final and third book in prose; the latter
2if

may not have been part of this work originally.

A later Latin text of the end of the eleventh and
25

the beginning of the twelfth century by Theophilus Presbyter

is concerned with metallurgy and many other arts as cupellation,

7



refining by amalgamation, manufacture of gold foil, powdered

gold, alloys imitating gold, coloring of gold leaf, and

other phases of technology. Although the content is from

Greco-Egyptian sources, it also contains evidence of some
26

Muslim influence.

About the year 1500 A.D., with the beginning of

printing there was a number of new books on metallurgy,
27

mining, assaying, and other aspects of metal technology.

Before the development of printing, however, there were

some Arabic texts on minting. At the beginning of the Arabic

period, the practical arts were handed down almost entirely

in an oral fashion and so there was little necessity for

the written word in Muslim technology. As this period wore

on, a need for propaedeutic texts was felt more and more.

In the case of minting, an added incentive in this direction

came from a desire to standardize minting technology and to

raise it to a higher level in various parts of the Arabic
28

world.

The Sassanian drachm of Yazdagird III, Hurmuzd IV,

and Khusrau II probably gave rise to the earliest Arab

dirhams, according to Arabic authority. The Arab Sassanian

dirham was approximately 3*98 g.; later the weight of this
29

silver coin varied greatly.

As to chemical technology, the treatise on minting

which affords the best technical and chemical account is one

8



written by Mansur ibn Ba'^ra al-Dhahabi al-Kimili. It is called

Kashf al-asrar al-'^ilmiya bidar al-darb al-Misrlya, "Revelation

of the operational secrets of the Egyptian mint." Holmyard

has pointed out that the scribe dated it in 1135 H. but that

the treatise must have been written originally some time in

the reign of al-Malik al-Kamil Nasir ad-Din abu al-Ma*=ali

Miihammad, Ayyubid sultan of Egypt from 1218 to I238 A. D. The

nisba, al-Kamili, as well as reference within the manuscript
31

to this sultan as a contemporary and his monetary reforms

would tend to corroborate the thirteenth century date. Further,

the Dhahabi of the author's name would indicate that he was

some type of worker or authority connected with the mint or

working with gold. Thus, the author wrote from his own experience

without the necessity of taking his technical material from

any literature which he may have known. No more is known

about ibn Ba'^ra except that he knew every aspect of his field

of minting and had much knowledge of chemical technology and

chemistry.

Ehrenkreutz, who used a photostatic copy, attests

the difficulty and corruption of the unique Arabic text above
32

mentioned. This treatise, upon which the present work is

based, was used by the present author in Cairo, then studied

in photostatic form, and finally the original was consulted

again. It is written in the naskhi script with many diacritical

points missing and almost no vowel marks.



In addition to chemical technology and actual

minting operations, ibn Ba'^ra's book contains diverse kinds

of information in regard to the economics and history of

the Ayyubid administration in Egypt and other matters. Only

those facets of direct interest to the chemical technologist

will be discussed in this book. The remainder is left to the

proper authorities in the area of the social sciences, since

these are of too great importance to be treated by any other

33
than a specialist in the field.

The actual manuscript used and studied in this

book is listed in the catalogue of the national Egyptian

library, Fihris Par al-Kutub al-'Arabiya (Cairo, I308 A.H.)

vol. V, P. 390, Chemical and Natural Sciences, no. 21. It

consists of nine folios, twenty-five lines to the page; the

written part of each page measures I3 x 21 cm. With exceptions,

the text is very legible.

There is an introduction containing some general

remarks and also a table of contents of the seventeen chapters.

These are not always mutually exclusive in subject matter.

10



chapter II

Noble Metals in Currency and Their Legality;

Brief Historical Account

The origin of the word "mint" (Latin moneta. Middle

English mynt) is usually ascribed to the Temple of Juno
3^

Moneta in Rome where silver coins were manufactured in 269 B.C.

When the organization of the mint was first established is

not certain. According to Herodotus, who was not always

well informed, the first mint was probably that organized by

Gyges in Lydia about the end of the eighth century B.C. Here

were coined gold, silver, and electrum; coinage was introduced

35later into Italy, Persia, India and other countries.

Much earlier, in Egypt and with the Sumerian people

and their Akkadian conquerors, in the millennia before about

500 B.C., valuable metal was in the form of wrist rings and

other ornaments which were utilized frequently as media of

exchange. Most often, in larger transactions, the silver

ingot was used, usually in the weight of a talent, in ancient

Mesopotamia. In addition, for lesser trade and commerce,
36

silver was also put into the form of bars, lumps, plates,

wire, aind small pieces of metal in a variety of forms. Silver,

in Babylonia, was known in varioiis denominations, such as

one-eighth of a shekel, one shekel, one-half shekel pieces,

and perhaps others. Professor P. Delougaz has informed the

11



author that some of these denominational pieces have been

found in the form of rings and wires in the areheologieal
37

diggings at Khafaje on the Tigris River.

In what may be considered as the oldest coinage,

shekels in the first Babylonian dynasty were stamped with
38

the seal of Babylon, and the "mina of Carchemish" was used.

Indicating the shekel as a measuring standard is an interesting

tablet of the early part of the first millennium B.C. which

reads, "As I biiilt the house of my lord Enlil, the prices

in the city of Assur were: 1 shekel of silver bought 2 kur

measures of grain; 1 shekel of silver, 12 minas of wool;

1 shekel of silver, 20 silas [l sila = ca. 250 liters] of oil

as the cost price in my city of Assur." In the Assyria of

Sargon, silver to gold was as 10:1; earlier it had been 6:1

in the time of Hammurabi, ca. 1725 B.C. This change took

place in spite of the fact that the government had made an

39
effort to maintain fixed prices.

In ancient Mesopotamia the silver used for currency

was of a low standard in contrast with that used industrially.

Government regulations prohibited the use of this currency

silver in the manufacturing of silver objects. "If you melt

pieces which have the "GIN" mark, you will be guilty of a

crime against the government." This mark, in cuneiform symbols,

stamped on the silver, signified that it was "correct" in

that it contained a certain minimum percentage of silver.

12



The ratio of silver to impurity was a low one and so, in a

Neo-Babylonian tablet, there is the warning, "Stamped silver

[i.e., with the GIN mark] is not to be paid. Take pure

silver." For industrial purposes, the fineness of the silver

alloy was clearly specified in a standardized fashion as

"silver which in a shekel [has] X." The X denoted a fraction

signifying the parts of non-silver in one shekel of weight.

The most frequently used fraction of silver in silver mixtures

was seven-eighths. Other fractions were nine-tenths, four-

fifths, and eleven-twelfths. This indicates a fairly high

Vl
standard of purity of silver in use in ancient Mesopotamia.

Because of the fact that currency silver was often

of varying and low assay, the silver pieces used in exchange

may not be considered as coinage in the true sense of the

term. Thus, the government protected not the currency silver

but the silver used in commerce and industry.

It cannot be denied, however, that the ancient

Mesopotamian practices of the three millennia B.C. were

important developments in the history of minting. No less

important in the early Mesopotamian work is the refining

of silver and gold without which no coinage would have been

possible later. These processes will be examined in later

chapters.

Essentially, the Arabs took over many processes

from the Roman mints in the Near East. Arabs thus knew the

13



h2
denarius from the Romans before Islam. The last dinar was

struck by the Arabs in Baghdad soon after the fall of the

Abbasids, and the word dinar disappeared from gold coins

some time in the thirteenth century. In Egypt, the last

dinar was probably struck in the fourteenth century in the

- ^3
reign of Saif al-Din Hajji.

Reference is made in the Koran to the concern

with which a good Muslim takes upon himself the responsibility

of carrying out a true and honest coinage. Ibn Ba'^ra has

pointed out that the coins obtained, in simple multiples,

are merely a transfonnation of wealth and that no more is

taken out than is put into their manufacture. The essence

of minting, therefore, is to obtain a certain purity of silver

and gold by means of careful operational conditions so that

the coins may have inherent in them a trustworthiness and

genuineness.
1+5

"^Ali ibn Yusuf (ca. 13^+6) of Fez, in writing of

the primary task in minting, discussed the important mint

official, the fattah. who records the result of the work

and sees to it that the coinage is carried out honestly.

He states, "For everything there is a foundation and the

important arbiter of the mint is the fattah. [His work is

called fitih.1 He is at the root of all . . . ." This is

the man who checked and chose the coins which were to be

stamped with the die of the sultan. The fattah also was

11+



responsible for the inscription on the coin. His responsibility-

came directly from the sultan to prepare the proper date and

the proper name of the ruler for the die. This gave the

kS
origin of the coin as a further check on its trueness.

The "just and standard dirham," according to

al-Suli, indicated the proper weight. The Koran does not

consider the assay. That Arabic workers were concerned with

the changing weight of the dirham was pointed out by Musi,

ibn Mahdl al-Husainl al-Mazandarani in his Al-'=iqd al-manln

fi tahqiq .... The assay of ancient Islamic coins and

their adulteration was discussed by the same author. This

- 50
was also discussed by 'All ibn Yusuf who mentioned that the

retribution for this corruption was according to its extent.

51
The reward for honesty was also not neglected.

Ibn Ba'ra declared that care in the preservation

of the standard of fineness of gold and silver is important
52

for society. The coin must never be less in its value than

the standard. If it is close to it but slightly less, then

it must be improved so that it may be legally stamped, i.e.,

made according to the duty of the royal court and its sense

53
of obligation.

Except for the ibn Ba'ra treatise, there is no

accent in any Arabic work of the time on the chemical means

for preservation of the value of the dinar and dirham. It

may be mentioned in the various treatises but the technological

procedures are almost always lacking. It was much easier in

15



ancient Islamic times, partly because it was a non-destructive

method, to check the specific gravity rather than the actual

purity of the silver or gold coin. Ibn Ba'^ra was one of the

very few who had an excellent understanding of chemical

procedures, at least so far as the knowledge of the day

permitted. This chemical knowledge began with treatment of

gold and silver ores and was concerned not only with the practical

arts but also with the transmutation theory of silver developing

into gold.

16



Chapter III

Origin of Minerals and Their Chemical Treatment;

Theory and History

One of the earliest in Islamic times to discuss

the theoretical ideas involved in transmutation of metals

was Ayyub al-Ruhawi who was born in Edessa about 760 A.D.

As a translator from Greek into Syriac, he did much, according
_ 5^+

to Hunain ibn Ishaq. Job of Edessa, as he is sometimes

called, was a physician with a wide knowledge of the sciences

and theological matters. He wrote a treatise in Syriac,

an encyclopedia of philosophical and natural sciences as
55

taught in Baghdad about A.D. 817, called Book of Treasures.

It is of some importance at this point since it is the

earliest explanation in Islamic times of the development

of metals.

Al-Ruhawi declared that metals in the earth go

through many changes in a maturation process until they reach

the ultimate perfection which is gold. The four elements,

water, air, fire, and earth, play a hand in this development.

Another factor was explained by al-Ruhawi,

". . .in all bodies are found active and passive

elements, and each one contains a different proportion

of active parts and of passive parts. This is due

17



to the fact that when, in their first composition,

their active parts met their passive parts, like

joined with like, and [the active parts] were drawn

toward the activity of the parts which were affinitive

to them. This applied also to the passive parts.

When they joined together through humidity, thus

forming the species of gold, silver, et cetera.

they gave rise, in the place where the active parts

predominated, to gold and silver, and in the place

where the passive parts predominated, to brass, tin,

and others, The hot parts gave rise to gold and
56

the active cold parts to silver. ..."

The foregoing is merely a synopsis of the ideas

held by people in Islamic times on the subject of metals.

It explains the mention by ibn Ba'ra of the ripening of ores

and the reason for heat being loiown as an excellent agent

in the refining of gold. The golden silver fomd in nature

and mentioned by many Arabic writers is silver in the process

of ripening to become gold. As a result it is a mixture of

both gold and silver. It may be noticed, then, that this

account of the metals has its theory based partly on empirical

facts as observed by early chemists and the remainder of it

is an extrapolation of previous experience.

Islamic chemists held to static ideas of chemical

18



reaction or "compounding" •which lasted to the end of the

seventeenth century. In a discussion of the preparation

of the elixir, abu al-Qasim M. ibn Ataad al-'=Iraqi*s (second

half of the thirteenth century) Kitab al-'^ilm al-muktasab fi

ziri-'at al-dhahab stated that "... mercury mixes with copper

and tinctures it, but lacks permanency and power of completion.

So that which we seek is not to be found among the elementary

minerals. . . . ¥e found no substance from which it was proper

to compound the elixir except gold, for gold is fusible,

stable, and perfecting, since the agent should be better than

all else in its power of completion. . .and to give the fire

power to accelerate its reaction.

"And so it is necessary that we should feed it

with moisture of its o'wn kind united with dryness of its own

kind so that when the heat is increased in it, the substance

combines with the gold and the gold changes the substance

into its O'wn essence; and the gold is the cause of its
57

permanence in the fire."

The minerals of gold were treated mainly according

to the chemical theory of the day. Gold is listed as coming

from three sources, according to ibn Ba'^ra. These are the

mineral, earthy, and the botanical types. The first is found

in rock in the form of veins in the Maghrib. The one from

the earth is the gold nugget. Finally, a "botanical" gold

is supposed to have come from a plant growing in the Nile

19



River beyond the Moon Mountain. The particles of this

botanical gold, ibn Ba'ra stated, come to Aswan in the silt.

As a result it appears in Aswan pottery. The finest particles

are carried to the shore of the Egyptian Sea. It appears

as an elongated gypsimi in the sand. The last may be some

compound as pyrite, "fool's gold," which came in tiny amounts
58

from the upper reaches of the Nile in time of flood.

Botanical gold was "uneconomical" to gather. The

other two kinds of gold found were melted together, made

into foil, and cut into pieces as large as a clove. These

59
pieces were then refined.

In ancient Mesopotamia, copper-gold alloys were

well known. In addition to "red gold," other terms used

for gold were "green gold," "fine gold," white gold,"

"superfine gold," and "refined gold," all indicating pure

or alloy golds. The tablets show that the trial-by-fire

method was used. One tablet reads;

"5 minas of gold, 5 weight measures of revenue

of the king were put in the fire. At the first

firing, 2/3 mina, 5 shekels of gold disappeared.

It was reduced to U- minas, 15 shekels. In the

second firing, 1/2 mina, 2 shekels of gold were
60

lost to yield 3 2/3 minas, 3 shekels of gold."
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The texts indicate that a cementation process was

probably used. In a text of the second millennium B.C., the

weights noted are of interest. Refining is begun with 10

shekels of red gold, then 29 grains disappear to yield 21 1/2

grains of gold. Thus red gold was converted to gold by a

61
smelting process which caused an enorm.ous loss.

Silver was commonly refined by the Arabs by pulveriz

ing the impure mixture. Mercury was then poured over it to

produce the silver amalgam which was then washed with water

and the mercury compound retained. The latter was then

placed in a skin and squeezed so that the excess mercury

came out and the amalgam remained. The amalgam was then

broken up by heat. The weight of the silver was checked as

a measure for further refining.

The amalgamation process was used for the silver

which was already fairly free of gold and other impurities.

Not much silver occurs as native metal. The main ores of

silver are the sulfide and chloride; sometimes the sulfide
62

is found mixed with the sulfides of arsenic and antimony.

Thus, procuring silver from the ores had to be carried out

by a controlled roasting process involving a substantial
63

knowledge of technological chemistry. No important changes

in this branch of metallurgy took place after the Romans

during the Arabic period. The methods of refining by cupellation,

or in salt and sulfur processes to separate gold from the

baser metals, did not change in this time.

21
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Chapter IV

Parting of Gold and Silver

Ihn Ba'^ra depended on the intensity of the fire

6 ?
to purify gold. In the refining of gold, the use of salt

66
is noted. The impure gold having silver in it is heated

in a closed vessel with the salt for some time. It is then

run into earthy matter where lead is used to extract the

silver. At the time of the writing of the treatise under

discussion, in order to separate silver from gold, use was

made of antimony sulfide, s'ulfur, sodium chloride, and other

salts to prepare a silver chloride or sulfide and so lead

to the pure gold. The mineral acids were then not yet in

use for this purpose.

The salt process was probably one of the most common

chemical methods to part silver and gold. Together with the

salt, a reducing agent such as charcoal was thrown into the

melt. The cupel then absorbed the chloride. The silver

chloride was then washed out of the walls with hot brine and

the silver recovered to some extent. Throughout the present

text, powdered brick is often used in a kind of cementation

67
process. Agricola, in Book Vll, used lead with salt and

employed urine as the reducing agent.

Sometimes the gold-silver metal was first heated
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with sulfides and the reducing agent charcoal. Cupellation

68
with lead recovered the silver.

69
In ^Ali ibn Yusuf the two methods of parting silver

and gold are given as (1) adding sulfur to the ores to give

the sulfides of metals other than gold, and (2) using salt.

In the words of the author the first is as follows:

"As to the working of gold from silver and copper,

work in two steps. Wash it from copper as silver

was washed from copper and lead according to the

previous example. Sulfiir may be added and the

copper is burned leaving the pure gold.

"As to washing gold from lead, then, the

example of the washing of silver from lead is the

same. As to the washing of gold from silver, the

work is in two operations. One is with the ores

and the other with the mixtures. In the case of

the ores, the gold mixed with silver is pulverized

until it is very fine. It is then spread out on

a bed of powdered baked bricks, limestone, and

salt.... A fire is kindled for it in the furnace
70

known as the 'oven of the soot.' The silver goes

into the pores of that earth. The metal is pure.

This work has also been performed with a blaze and

salt in the same way.
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"Gold has thus been worked from silver

as was copper from it.... It is all melted and

yellow sulfur is evident. So the gold is purified

from the silver and the pure one remains. The
71

first is the best."

Ibn Mu=nis stated that it is so since it is possible

to purify the silver thereafter from the mixture of limestone

and salt.

The nitric acid procedure or any other wet method

for parting is not mentioned, since it was probably not used

generally before Agricola's time. As will be seen later,

however, acid was used in testing gold by the touchstone

method. Cupellation was used as part of the first two methods.

This process in which the base metals are oxidi.zed and

absorbed by the porous sides of the cupel is probably a very

old one. The word, "cupel," hubrushi in Hurrian (2nd millennium

B.C.) is cognate to Greek dbryza and obrussa in Latin. The

ancient Mesopotamian use of cupellation has already been

72
pointed out. '

According to Forbes, the ancients were possibly

aware somewhat of the Pattinson process which involves the

knowledge that if lead rich in silver is melted, then the

first crystals formed on cooling are of almost pure lead.

This process is repeated imtil the silver is concentrated
7'3

to the point where cupellation is feasible.
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Chapter V

Refining of Gold for Coinage

After heating the gold ore at a high temperature,

according to ibn Ba®ra, it was made into thin foil. The

latter was put in alternate layers with an earth used in

refining and placed in beakers. These were sealed and placed

in the refining fire for a day after which the beakers were

taken out and the earth removed. This was repeated until

a purer gold was obtained in the form of a gold mixed with
7h

some silver. The operation was performed again and again

until the chemist was satisfied with the purity of the gold.^^

This method was not very efficient. The earth used

was not described. It is probable that the technique described

in the treatise demanded a high temperature giving rise to

some loss of the desired metal. Further, temperature controls

in the furnace were unknown except that the upper part was

used for smelting and the lower for what is now known as

oxidation. This was only a rough approximation known from
n f.

very early Babylonian times.

In the mint, the authorities maintained the

standard of the Egyptian dinar according to that begun by

al-Smir (1101 A.D.). The refining operation conformed to

this standard of the Amiri dinar until I238 A.D. when al-Kamil
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died. Ibn Ba^ra refers to refined "Islamic gold" as ingot
77 _ _

gold. Ya'^qubi gold is inferior usually having silver as

its impurity. It is corrected to a higher standard by
78

vaporizing and destroying part of it. Mhen ingot gold was

prepared for manufacturing the dinar, before its use, it

was checked quantitatively against Smiri gold. Since the

refined gold had been cast as ingots under the same conditions,

samples of the ingot to be tested from its two ends were

taken and melted together, made into foil, and weighed.

In the same way, two foils were beaten and weighed from

samples of Smiri gold as a check. Then the foils, surrounded

by absorptive earth, were placed in pots, the ones to be

tested and the check foils in two identical pots. These were

sealed and fired for a nychthemeron. The weights of the

gold in the two pots were then checked. If the difference

between the two losses was not greater than one-tenth of

a grain, then the tested gold was hara.ia or ingot gold and

79
suitable for the manufacture of dinars.

There were cases where the standard of hara.ia gold

had to be adjusted. As an example, the text takes the case

where 100 mithaals loses two grains for every mithaal in

heating one night. To adjust, half of the gold is heated

one night. This means a loss of two grains for every mithqal.

The remaining gold is added to a like amount of the original
_ 80

gold so that the loss has been only one grain for every mithqal.
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Sometimes, ibn Ba"^ra claimed, it was necessary,

in order to raise the standard of ingot gold, that an entire

gold coin or a part of one be added in a second refining to

further adjust the standard. The purpose of the quantitative

assay was to determine if this corrected the ingot gold to

the necessary purity.

The refining of gold in a copper-gold alloy is

one where the standard of fineness is difficult to adjust.

The loss is great if one does not melt with, for example,

one tenth its weight of auriferous silver and a large amount
82

of lead. The oxide of the latter under certain conditions

takes the copper oxide into solution in tiny quantities but

takes up most of the gold and silver into the pores of the

cupel. The gold and silver are recovered from the lead and
83

then parted. In ancient Mesopotamia, no method was known

to separate gold from copper. However, this was not an

imdesirable alloy because of its ductility and strength.
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Chapter VI

Testing of Gold and Gold Coins

In ancient Greek and Roman times, the most widely-

used qualitative method for testing gold was trial by fire.

For rough quantitative purposes, they used a touchstone upon

which the unknown and a known gold were rubbed. Nitric acid

was then poured over it to react with the impurities. The

colors of the two rubbings were then compared. In the Arabic

period, the touchstone, as in classical times, was usually

a black siliceous mineral, lydite or Lydian stone which did

not readily react to acid.

In order to determine the standard of fineness of

gold, touchneedles were made. Their preparation is described

in the text. A set of standards, i.e. 18 touchneedles, was

set up in a simple fashion. Only the lowest standards were

8^-
omitted from the set, the lowest needle being 6 carat. This

method of the touchstone and standard marked needles is still

8 ^
used by jewelers. For larger amo-unts, a more modern and

elaborate chemical assay must be employed today.

Chapter II of ibn Ba'^ra's treatise is devoted

entirely to a quantitative comparison of the Egyptian dinar

with various other gold coins which were supposedly standard
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in other regions. The Egyptian standard is described as

follows: in every 100 mithqals, 2^ mithaals are lost in
heating plus a loss of 5 as a tax for the legal inscription,

leaving 92^ mithq^s. The value for every mithqal is then
37 waraq dirhams.

In order to test gold coins of other mints, they

were treated with continuous heat until the'j.limit of loss

for the coins was the same as that of the Egyptian standard.

The coins described in the text are given in the following

tabulation.

Total
weight
in
mithqals

Mithqals
lost

8y
destruction

Egyptian
dinar

1. 100 2.5

2. 100

3. 100

h. 100

5. 100

6. 100

10

11

15

30

Mithqals
lost by
tax for
inscription

5

5

5

5

5

5

29

Net

value

in
mithqals

92|

90

85

8I4-

80

65

Value

of

mithqal
in

waraq

dirhams

of
Egypt

37

36

£

3^
88

33.5

32

26

86

87

Ratio of
true weight
to waraq

dirhams in
the mithqal

97.5
2.6U="

2.50

2.65

2.66

2.66

2.69
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The error in the last eolumn is only in the seeond

fractional decimal place. In actual practice, only the mint

could have performed the ahove quantitative checks. In ordinary

89
commerce, the touchstone method had to be used.
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Chapter VII

Refining of Silver for Coinage of Dirhams

In the amalgamation process, the silver ore was

treated by ibn Ba=ra in the same manner as gold ore. It

was pulverized well with a pestle until it was very fine.

Then it was pulverized further with mercury to form the

amalgam. Finally, the amalgam was broken up by heat to

leave the silver. This was repeated many times. It did

not, however, reject any gold which was in the ore.

Cupellation, as with other operations, was carried
90

on under controlled conditions. The text gives the exact

weights to be used as well as the proportionate amount of

lead which must be added. The temperature was raised by

means of a bellows. The mass was then beaten on an anvil

and subjected to the fire once again until the lead was

gone. The charcoal on the melt prevented the formation of

oxides.
91

In Chapter XII, ibn Ba"=ra obtains silver from the

mixture called habag which had in it some silver and mainly

basic metallic oxides which with the lead were absorbed into

the walls of the cupel. This was heated in a specially

constructed furnace with a reducing atmosphere. The cupel
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of lime and ash was so placed that the upper part of the

melt could flow down to it. Intense heat was generated
92

by use of the bellows over the fire. The text continues

a detailed explanation of the operations; which eventually

led to the procurement of a refined silver.
93

•^Ali ibn Yusuf declared that if there is doubt

about a silver ore, then it is pulverized and a certain

measure of it placed in a cupel. To it is added a fourth

measure of glass borax and lead. The fire is kindled with

charcoal above the materials. Then the bellows is used for

two or three hours to obtain pure silver which remains at

the bottom of the cupel.
9^

From the Tafsir of al-Tabari, "^Ali ibn Yusuf

elaborated on the refining of silver and gold. The silver

or gold was first washed. In the case of silver which had

been blackened by the odor of sulfiar, a strong fire was

necessary to cleanse it. It was then put with salt and

fuel. The same refining process was used for gold and silver

except when copper was present. Silver was cleansed from

lead in another way. It was done in a cupel made of one-third
95

bone and two-thirds gypsum. A strong fire was played on

the mixture so that the cupel absorbed the lead and the

silver remained without impurity. If copper was present,
96

it was cleansed of it in this operation.
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The two major types of Islamic dirham, nuqra and

waraq, discussed hy ibn Ba'^ra were distinguished primarily

by the method of their manufacture. The silver was tested

by filing a spot on it and then heating. If it became black,

it was impure. If it remained bright, it was pure.Then

the silver was melted slowly. Gradually, as the silver

liquefied, it was poured out into a shallow mold. The

ingots were then cut into suitably sized pieces and dirhams

fashioned from them. The polishing and stamping processes

98
followed after thorough checking of the weight of each coin.

To obtain waraq silver from the ore, one of the

major considerations of ibn Ba*=ra was to free the silver

from all copper. First the amalgamation process was used.

After this, the bellows was applied in the heating of the

silver left, according to ibn Ba*=ra, to "bum out what

copper there was in its body to become pure." The latter

99
operation was never employed with gold and nuqra silver.

The Egyptian waraq dirham was manufactured by ibn

Ba®ra by working with one part of silver, two and one-third
_ 100

parts of red copper, and hubub al-nar. The example given by

ibn Ba"=ra was the mixture of iBOO pure silver dirhams, 1+200

copper dirhams, and 200 dirhams of ^ubub al-nar. The latter

was added to make up for loss in the fire of one dirham for

every thirty of the silver mixture; almost no copper would

be lost. Ibn Ba^ra believed that the loss came from both
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the sliver and copper. Thus the loss was replaced ahead of

time by the addition of 200 dirhams of hubub al-nar to retain

6000 dirhams. The hubub al-nar was supposedly not affected

by the fire; it may have been a mixture of base metals and/or

their sulfides excluding those whose oxides are readily volatilizei

The copper was then melted and the silver was

thrown into it dissolving at once. The melt was kept covered

by charcoal to prevent oxidation. From the crucible some

of the melt was taken and cupelled with lead. The resxilt

was an alloy of one part silver and two and one-third parts

of copper. The addition of hubub al-nar helped to maintain

.this standard ratio. The molten mixture was poured into
101

water, drop by drop, under a rain of powdered charcoal. The

more or less spherical pieces were then gathered to make the
102

coins.

The waraq dirham was then tested. This was performed

quantitatively by cupelling two ratls of lead with fifteen

waraq dirhams together with three times their sum of one-third

lime and two-thirds sand. A bellows was directed .at the middle

of the lower part of the cupel when heated. Silver was

separated with the lead. The ^^^Iver was then heated again
using a bellows mtil the lead was volatilized.

The silver was put in a third vessel and the first

operation repeated to again cupel the mixture. If the resulting

silver came out to four and one-half dirhams or more, then

the standard was acceptable for waraq coinage.
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Chapter VIII

Polishing of Gold and Silver Flans

Before ibn Ba*=ra stamped an inscription on the flan,

it was first polished. For the gold and the two kinds of

dirhams, there were slightly different methods of bringing

them to their best appearance.

To polish the gold, ibn Ba=ra placed it in a beaker

and then heated it to redness. Pulverized Indian salt and

a little fresh water were thrown in- This salt was dissolved

by an intense fire and flowed over the flans. The salt was

poured out and the dinars taken out. These were washed with

cold water and then fine sand. When the acidic salts reacted

with the surface impurities of the gold, the basic oxides
IQlf

were removed to gives the coins a polish.

The silver objects were polished differently. In

the case of the nuqra dirhams, these coins were heated and

rubbed on the surface with lemon juice and salt. When they

became white, they were further polished with fine sieved

sand, the flan having been made dry by rubbing with bran,
105

cleaned, and then heated in an iron container.

The waraq dirhams, being more impure than the

nuqra coins required a stronger agent for polishing. As a
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result, sharp vinegar In a copper vessel was used on the hot

dirhams. A copper acetate formed to react upon the surface

Impurities. An analogous effect took place with the acidic

extract of the sumac plant and salt. Whiteness appeared to

give the color of pure silver. The flans were dried with
106

hran as before. Then the stamping operation took place.
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Chapter IX

Varia Regarding Some Mint Operations and Apparatus

Silver and gold coins, unlike those of copper

were not moulded even in Roman times since the ancient

methods of striking were not adapted to use on larger metal

masses. A die and hammer were used on the most ancient

silver and gold coins.

In the medieval period, the usual method of making

the flan was described directly and indirectly in ibn Ba'^ra's

treatise. A bar of metal was cast, then hammered out. When

brought to the proper thickness, the flat sheets were cut

into more or less square pieces, and the squares were struck
107

with dies. Commonly, the lower die and the upper die were

in place to effect the markings both at one time when struck
108

with the. hammer as often as necessary. The coin was then

trimmed to give it its final shape. Filing followed this

to give the coin its proper shape and weight.

There were many pitfalls and difficulties which

beset the minter in his effort to maintain the determined

standard of fineness. Ibn Ba'ra provides a list of factors

which the mint worker had to attend to and to be careful

109
about especially to prevent cheating.

In his work, the minter concerned himself with
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the number of coins; the care, construction, and use of

the apparatus; the determination of the standard of fineness;

sealing of the vessels and the furnace; and carrying out

the calculations of fineness correctly. When the processes

were carried out according to the predetermined plan there

was protection from cheating.

The art of the engraver had to be protected also.

It was stipulated that the engraver had to concern himself

only with his own craftsmanship so that he could acquire

more and more skill in improving the pattern in order to

discourage amateur coxmterfeiters who might try to imitate

the dies.

For the good of society, the mintmaster had to

see to it that the gold coin was preserved in its fineness.

Ibn Ba*=ra discussed this care in three directions. First,

the weight of the coin had to be accurate in order to be

stamped by the mint's employees. If it was not fine enough,

further refining, according to the earlier prescribed methods,

was carried on until the necessary fineness was attained.

The latter was determined by the quantitative loss when the

ingot was subjected to the fire test. Also, the gold coin

may have been made outside the mint. In that case, it

probably was not proper since the methods of the official

mint were not followed. The furnace may not have been cared
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for as •would ha've been done In the mint, or Roman gold,

"robbed of a fifth, " instead of Islamic gold may ha've been

placed in the furnace with the knowledge of the worker. The

inferior Roman gold would have lowered the standard of the

desired coin since the ordained procedure would not have

been followed.

Second, the care of the furnace in the intensity

of heat, the kind of deposits of its walls, and in its

sealing when necessary, affected the standard of the ingot.

A constant watch had to be kept on the furnace in melting

and smelting and the ingot had to be checked constantly to

avoid this kind of breakdown in the refining of gold. Otherwise,

the gold could not properly be stamped.

Third, a base alloy or metal may have been added

surreptitiously to the excellent gold and then melted with

it. Silver alone, as an example, may have been admixed.
110

In ibn Basra's seventeenth chapter, he made mention

of three chapters on methods of retaining the proper purity

of silver. These are missing from the treatise as are many

aspects of minting particularly its mechanical technology. '

In a discussion of the preservation of the standard

of fineness of silver, certain conditions were set forth by

ibn Ba'ra. First, the silver had to be refined only in the

mint where it would have been carried out with honesty. The

second was that an excess of copper would remain as an impurity
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if the furnace were not clean since old furnace deposits

soinetimes fell into the melt. Third, the preservation of

the proper standard of purity of silver in the smelting

involved much care and adjustment as in the amount of copper

to be permitted, the length of time for the smelting, the

construction of the cupel in a certain manner, the proper

bellows and its erection, and the guarded maintenance of

powdered charcoal on the surface of the molten alloys. Then

there was the proper polishing of the silver flans so that

no other chemical but salt, vinegar, and sumac touched them.

The most important operation to attain the desired silver

was the smelting operation. It was there where, most often,

the silver was adulterated either by fraudulent addition of

base metals or improper smelting.

So far as can be determined from ibn Ba*^ra's treatise.

no new apparatus was described which had not been used by

earlier chemists and alchemists. However, in the case of

one of the most, interesting pieces of apparatus, the cupel,

directions were given by ibn Ba=ra for its construction in

a most definite fashion. To cupel a silver-lead mixture or
111

one of silver-lead-copper, the butaaa or buta was used. The

buta had to be fashioned of certain amounts of slaked lime,

ash, and water so that its cupelling ability would always

remain the same. A similar kind of chemically basic cupel

for extracting silver from habaq was constructed of ash and
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112
water or from lime and ash. Another huta was fashioned from

lime, ash, and water in equal quantities. To test waraq

silver dirhams, the buta was made of a mixture of one part

113
of lime and two parts of ash.

The bellows was much employed to obtain a greater

intensity of heat. It was usually attached to the top of

the furnace with the air directed down to the middle of

11^
the cupel. Ordinarily, in cupellation, the bellows was not

required but when a higher temperature was necessary, the

bellows was placed on top of the furnace called the tannur.

The latter was two cubits high and tapered toward the top

where its diameter was one and a half spans. The furnaces

used in the purification of silver and gold eilloys were not

reused because of the impurities which were deposited on the

walls when first used.

Other apparatus as many types of stone, wooden, and

clay vessels, small tools, the touchstone and its needles,

ladles, and dies, had been well known for many years before

the time of ibn Ba'ra.

In the same way, the text does not display any

new knowledge of chemical processes. All of these described

in the text had already been known, some for over a thousand

years. For example, the uses of vinegar and mercury had

been known not only to the Alexandrian alchemists but to the

workers in technological chemistry in ancient India. The

ancient Mesopotamians probably were acquainted with these.
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The Mesopotamians, in cupellation, also used charcoal. This

is known to prevent excessive oxidation of the lead to halt

its quick loss and to permit it to help absorb impurities

into the pores of the cupel.

The weights mentioned in the text are, in their

relationship, largely uncertain. A few facts about these,

however, were given by ibn Ba*=ra such as that the mithqal

is equal to twenty-four carats and that the-dirham is equal

5/2lf of a mithqil.
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Chapter X

Medicinal Properties of Gold and ibn Basra's Test

115
The encyclopedia of Diderot and d'Alemhert claims

that the Arabs were the first to recommend the value of gold

in medicine for the heart and melancholia. It states that

it was used as foil. The present author has seen very thin

gold foil used in sandwiches in Karachi. In India, thin

silver foil is used for the health in Yunani medicines and

on delicacies; it is also meant to be eaten with a sweet to

improve the health and is frequently given to guests.

In early Arabic times, gold dust was used to ease

melancholy and wealmess of the aged. If a man were burned by
116

gold, his illness would disappear.

The Arabs were not, however, the first to employ

gold in their pharmacology. The idea of gold having a

medicinal value is to be found in early Greek works on medicine

and in the alchemical writings on elixirs by the Greek
117

Alexandrians and in Indian works.

Gold scoria (iqlimiya) is found in an early medical

formiolary of al-Kindi (9th century) in Compound drugs in use

for leucoma, to improve vision, for a tooth medicine, and
118

for the throat, tonsils, uvula, gums, scrofula, and ulcers.
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It is of some interest that, in order to convince

the reader of the value of gold, ibn Ba'ra listed what were

considered important characteristics of the metal when it
119

had at least the concentration of fourteen carat (1^/2^- gold).

For example, in the case of snake bite, if the

gold used was in the same concentration as the venom, it was

an excellent antidote. The bad spot was injected with it

by means of a needle as soon as possible. If a mithqal of

gold was placed in the mouth, all shivering stopped immediately

and the heart was strengthened. If gold was to be used, it

was piiLverized and melted with agate stone. It was then

pulverized further a few times using a handstone. Then it

was put into a glass flask until it was needed.

Another gold product in common use was gold iqlimlva

obtained from gold ore in the smelting process. This material

could not be procured from gold nuggets since they are too

pvire.

If the fruit of a tree was scanty, a gold nail

which weighed one-sixth of a mithqal was driven into it to

increase the tree's productiveness.

Many other uses were made of gold. For example,

it was considered to be effective when used for internal

disease. If the gold was melted and then plvinged into water,

it was believed that it freed the latter from deadly poison



to make it potable. When gold was mixed with carbon soot

in melting, it was useful as a collyrium for diseases of

the eyes and to strengthen the eyesight.
120

'Ali ibn Yusuf also included medicinal uses of

gold as did ibn Ba'^ra. Martak which is usually an impure

litharge arising from cupellation "when mixed with vinegar

and olive oil is useful for lice if rubbed on."

Ibn Yusuf also stated,

"Gold in drugs is good in the mouth for removing

vaporous exhalation [in fever], strengthens the

eyes in a collyrium, is useful for pain of the

heart and palpitations, and for the soul and its

wickedness.

"If the ears are pierced with a gold needle, the

hole will not close up again. If pure gold is

alloyed in an inferior fashion, it does not cure

and may hurt one . . . the bladder may be hamed.

To prevent the latter, a drink of honey and musk

is used. The dose is one carat; nothing spurious

shoiold be mixed in it."

121

•^Ali ibn 'Tsa al-Kahhal in Tadhkirat al-kahhalin
_122 *• "

said that the iqlimiya is of the impurities of gold and

silver and that it is the most excellent of ophthalmic drugs

and is useful for drying when excess moisture is present or
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there are slight, warm flowing, ulcers, chronic sores, and
123

other kinds of chronic eye conditions.

Ibn Yusuf went further and claimed that silver is

effective for conditions of the urinary tract and much

phlegm. He said that it is usually used with honey and walnut

and that the dose is one daniq. The medicinal uses of silver

dross were not mentioned in the ihn Ba'^ra text. Frequently

it was used in compounded drugs, for ulcer on a child's
12lf

head, for boils, for scrofvila, and for hemorrhoids.
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Translation

[la]

Book on the Revelation of Secrets of the Operations

in the Egyptian Mint according to

Mansur ibn Ba<^ra al-Dhahabi al-Eamili
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[lb] In the name of Allah, the Mercifiil, the Compassionate,

this hook is on the revelation of the secrets of operation

of the Egyptian mint hy Mansur ihn Ba'ra al-Dhahabi al-Kamili,

may Allah have mercy upon him.

I have gathered in this book the secrets of manu

facture of the dinar and dirham in the mint, secrets that

are indispensable for one who works in this field. There

must be some introduction to the work before starting it or

one may not really get to know its particulars. The harm

may be many times its benefit for the mint contains the

secrets of the kingdom, the honor of the sultanate, and the

authority of the world. Dedication to God is the central

point in it for the equilibrium of deeds and the correct

way. No one may find it but the faithful and honest men
12?

and women. This is the -ultimate criterion.

Know that the two metals, gold and silver, are not

firm in their alloy except when it is the refined true one

and not the falsified. God has given the similitude when

he says, "Thus God settleth forth truth and vanity. But

the scum is thro-wn off, and that which is useful to mankind
126

remaineth on earth." In what the dear book has said is a

proof that vanity fades away while truth remains and settles.

Insincerity is not limited in the mind. Praise God who

accepts only sincere deeds from his worshippers.

I have arranged it in seventeen chapters in the

order of the elements of the work according to the support



and fundaments which include the basic and associated arts.

Of these, the clever one reveals the intricacies of the

secrets of an operation which has never before occurred.

If I write this, then I will expand what has been summarized

and I will shorten that which has been extended. I wish to

interpret the chapters which I shall mention. God, the

Ekninent, leads the mind to success.

The first chapter is on the parting of gold ah'd

auriferous silver, the latter of which Allah created in the

body of mineral forms, refining all [for the purpose of]

coinage. Basically, the gold should be like Amiri gold which

is without excess or deficiency [in its standard]. It is

brought to its purity by a method whose understanding is
127

reflected in the state of refinement. Its properties and

uses are recalled with the help of the exalted Allah.

The second chapter is on the knowledge of gold
128

coinage of different weights, and the extent of loss from

any sample as compared with the Egyptian standard of fineness

when the loss is the [definite] difference before and after

refining.

The third chapter is on the knowledge of the

determination of the standard of fineness. By it is known

every kind of adulterated and good gold. With Allah are the

blessed.

The fourth chapter is on the knowledge of the

refining of gold, arrangement of the instrments the construction



of its furnace, its alloys and its ore, description of the

firing, and its intensity according to one's wisdom of choice

[2a] not compulsion. With Allah is the blessing.

The fifth chapter is on the knowledge which concerns

the standard of fineness of the ingot and how the utmost is

attained to make sure of the [quantitative constitution of

the] stamped dinars or whatever knowledge one wishes about

it in regard to the lessening of some of its constituents.

Allah is the grace for the constancy of the method.

The sixth chapter is on the knowledge of the polishing

of gold so that the flans may be impressed as dinars with

the die.

The seventh chapter is on the knowledge of correct

ing all ingot gold and what is and what is not necessary to

subtract in refining to attain the allowable standard of

fineness, no more and no less.

The eighth chapter is on extraction of what is in
129

the earth of the alloy of sirsim, or auriferous silver, which

is splattered up from the body of gold at the time of refining.

It is thus removed from contact with the fire. Its tendency

to remain with the gold or its hardness depends on the
130

[intensity of] heating.

The ninth chapter is concerned with the purification,
131

with the bellows, of silver and adulterated nuqra. This is

carried out so that it becomes free of copper and lead, and
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properly pure. The gleam of its ore after it is blasted by

the bellows will be described. Allah knows.

The tenth chapter is on the description of the complete

process with the nuqra dirhams and their adjustment. Allah is

with the blessed.

The eleventh chapter is on the knowledge of polishing

and stamping of the dirhams, on their impurities, and other

matters.

The twelfth chapter is on the extraction of the nuqra

silver that is mixed with copper, and the body of lead that is
132

called habaq during the purification with the [use of] the bellows.

The thirteenth chapter is on the proper adjustment of
133

the melt of the Egyptian dirhams as waraq from purified nuqra

and red copper. The blessed are with Allah.

The fourteenth chapter is on the care of the standard

of fineness with the bellows for fear of error during the proper

adjustment.

The fifteenth chapter is on their polishing, stamping
13^

with the die, the carats, the trimming, and other matters.

The sixteenth chapter is on the extraction of what is

mixed in the furnaces and the crucibles, the ore of the waraq

silver in the stone vessel containing the melt, and the amount

of mercury required.

The seventeenth chapter is on the recollection of what

every one of the mint workers needs [to know] and the explanation
135

of what may enter the unknown so that it may be guarded from it.
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THE FIRST CHAPTER is on the parting of gold and

silver, which the exalted Allah created in the body of the

mineral, purifying each of them so as to return that gold to

the best that is intended. Fundamentally, it will become

like the Smiri gold, without [any necessary] addition or

subtraction, by a method that certifies its purity. In ex

planation, the ruling Egyptian kings used to work the gold

in the mint [2b] without the standard of fineness it was

supposed to have and without a supportive principle. Some

times, the proper weight was too much and sometimes too little.

They did not know so that the king had to communicate to that
136

Emir a knowledge of the high standard ISmiri dinar. He was

one of the kings of Egypt and was bom in Cairo, the night

of Tuesday, the thirteenth of Muharram. in the year H-90 [H. ].

His rule lasted five years, one month, and four days.

He carried out research on the revelation of the

137
secrets of gold operations in the mint in the year 51^. He

138
did this on the third of Dhu'l-qa' da in the elegance

of the investigation is from that. The secrets of the gold

operations were disclosed conditionally in that no one else

was permitted to imitate the processes nor was it to be

associated with anything similar. It became a worthwhile

example to be followed in analogical cases so that the standard

of fineness was to be achieved through the possible liberation

[of impurities]. This is the basic factor; anything else is minoi
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Our master, the Sultan, the King, al-Kamil, used

the high standard of the Amiri dinar. This type of dinar

is of high purity and of just standard. For this excellent,

Amiri standard dinar, the procedures will be described.

May the exalted Allah have mercy on this work.

139
Three kinds of gold are well known. They are the

mineral, earthy, and the botanical. As to the mineral, the

exalted Allah created it in stone as branching veins. It

is found in the Maghrib. As to the earthy one, it is the

gold particle which is similar to gypsum or sand.

As to the botanical, it is that which grows in
1^

the Nile River beyond the Moon Mountain, pretty and noble.

The Nile carries the fine parts of the plant to Aswan in

silt. It appears in the clay earth and is seen in Aswan

pottery in the shape of small pearls. The smallest particles

of this fine botanical gold are carried from Aswan to the
llfl

Egyptian Sea, if it is to be seen. From experience with

the procedure of its procurement, it does not pay to extract

this gold since there is so little of it. As to that which

the Nile is unable to carry, it remains in its place. It

looks like elongated gypsum. There are three kinds.

The first [noble metal] which appears in its mineral
lk2

is silver tinted with gold. Gradually, gold comes to mature

from the silver due to the strength of its nature. Gold at
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1^3
the mint is pure gold whose maturation was completed by

nature, and also of the inferior, immature type. Its mixture

is completed and from it what is golden is a dilution. It

is not boiled to the utmost in heating. Gold, of all the

minerals, is the best of the creation of Allah, since it

occurs with the passage of time in every shade and aspect.

Every day, nature adds, [maturity] to its minerals.

There are three virtues in it for XSa] man - its
Ihk

good in it, its hiding in accumulation, and its treasured

quality, whichever it is. When death comes to those people

who gathered and hid the gold, then the treasured quality

of gold is lost.

To come back to the account, the Emir gathers equal

parts of these three types of gold; he melts them, makes

them into leaf, cuts them as large as the clove, then brings

them together in the furnace of the mint in the customary

way for a night. The result of these three will come about

from the state of the complete mixture. A strong acacia

charcoal fire is lit to melt what is in the body of gold

and silver which the exalted Allah created. Nature is in

complete in its ripeness until gold is again obtained; the

gold is, therefore, not melted but kept on the fire to perfect

its nature and to complete it [in maturity]. However, it

loses in weight a measure of silver that is separated in

the refining of the fire, thus diminishing its body for its
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ripeness was insufficient. That silver is extracted from

the ore of the refining mixture with the propriety that its

recollection brings. Its weight is made true and written

on the silver.

First, refine it one night; then refine the gold

again a second night. Work on the extraction of the silver

from the ore. The reckoning depends upon all the silver

extracted according to the continued [process], as on the

first, second, third, and fourth nights until the impurity

is removed from the ore in the process of refining.

Then, one returns to the silver to refine it first

one night. Silver, without any gold, is placed on it,

equal in weight to it.
Ilf6

The gold is first diminished by smelting. Then

it is made into leaf, cut up, and refined for a night. It

is removed in the morning and its weight noted after the

loss. If there was a loss, it is less than the measure of

the silver bound to it. It is taken out and sieved from

the ore of the mixture; silver is added, weakening it. It

is returned a third night with an equal weight of immature

silver. All of it is melted, cut into leaf, and made to

flow the entire night. As customary, it is taken out in

the morning and sieved. It is brought back and its weight

made true. If there was a loss [greater than] the measure
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of the two silvers hound to it, then the mixing must he

repeated until there is no [such] loss. This is continued

until the refining has strengthened it. All of the silver

written down is accounted for, depending on what becomes

sirsim and according to the extra silver. It is melted with

gold and refined in the same way, then removed in the morning

and sieved from the ore. It is returned and its weight noted.

L3hJ If there was a loss equal to the silver and the sirsim

that were in it, then it has all heen well purified from

silver. It is returned in the refining each time to the

fire so that the only thing which will remain the same is

the pure, refined gold which is a natural perfection. The

mixed silver is separated; with this is a little of the

weakened gold. The strength is not of importance and is

not attained. The silver extracted from it is superior,

for if it had remained in its mineral, it would have become

gold; this is auriferous silver. The silver which is not

the auriferous silver takes out with it all the auriferous

silver from the body of the gold and is alongside the silver.

That gold is purified without limit. There must he no loss

in its standard of fineness.

[The operation] is carried out with the best check

information [from assays] so that there will he neither

additionnor less in it. If, with that understanding, this

previously mentipned work is carried out in four vessels
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with equal weights in them of gold, silver, ore, the sieved

material, and clay, then they are equal to the last. All

are refined at one time, and the work is carried out in the
lif9

same manner so that none is above the other. The work tends

to make them flow to the. limit - of perfection. Everything

coming from it is a criterion of one high quality distinguished

according to whether that gold is true in its standard and

in its purity from silver. If it is refined one or more

times after that, then equal amounts of gold are not extracted

from it. As often as an additive is mixed, [and then it is

refined], the gold that comes out from it the second time is

more noble than the first, the third is more noble than the

second, and the fourth is more noble than the third until

the mithqal is brought down to the known limit. No more loss

takes place ever qigain. Depending on the intensity of the

fire and its strength, it then stands firm in refining. A

mithqal which customarily is reduced a third or a fourth of
150

a mithq^ will not suffer loss in refining ever after.

Gold which has at least the strength of 2h carat

has certain properties. Should one be bitten by a snake and

it is used within an hour to dilute the venom, then it [the

poison] will be weakened. It acts as an animal bezoar. If

one prepares it in equal concentration to that of the poisonous

venom, then it is turned away from having a bad effect; the

effect of the poison is thus controlled in the body. If the
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bad spot is injected with it, or an unclean wound, by means

of' a needle, then, in a short time, it will take care of it.

If one puts a mithaal in the mouth, it is immediately effective

for shivering. It strengthens the heart.

Whenever it is used and dissolved, it disappears

like kuhl. The gold is dried in the melt with agate. It

is pulverized three [^a] times more finely. It is calcined,

then pulverized on an oblong stone, and beaten with a hand-

stone until it is fine. Then it is put into a glass flask

until the time it is needed.

It is known that you can improve writigg on paper

with dissolved goldj it sticks to it. If the gold does not

stay firm and it flies off the paper, then the mutilated

pieces are melted. There rises on the side, the first time,

a black soot which is called "iqlimlva." It is useful for

serious diseases of the eyes: it strengthens the eyesight
151

and its effectiveness if one uses it as a collyrium.

Under certain conditions, gold scoria (iqllmiya)

is obtained intentionally from gold ore, not from gold nuggets,

as a result of smelting. It may not be useful, however, or

it may be good-acting similar to a gold nugget. If the

fruit bearing of a tree is scanty, then a nail of gold whose

weight is one sixth of a mithaal is driven in it. Then it

will become fruitful and increasingly so due to what customarily

flows in it, with the help of the exalted Allah.
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All kinds of excellence are in the gold melt.

They may not ever he manifest hut all good is cooked in the

gold itself. It dissolves all of the internal diseases in
152

a highly effective manner. If gold is melted and plunged

once into water, it is freed from deadly poison so that
153

one may drink it. The hlack mixture is proper and has a

good effect. Its effect is known on the population and

it has heen observed in regard to this special property.

God speed them in it.

Section (fasl) on extraction of auriferous silver

with its constituents from ore in refining every night, to

complete the first chapter. For that, a strong, concave stone

mortar and a strong pestle are taken as large as the open

hand. Ore of the refining mixture of the first night is

put in hy itself. Then, a little water is admixed,, and it

is all well pulverized with the pestle until it is very fine.

Then, mercury is added in the amount desired. The pvilverization

is continued until all the silver in that hody is mixed well with
15^

the mercury. It is then softened; water is poured over it

washing it so that it overflows hut care must he exerted that

no mercury escapes with the water. The mercury is then put

in a thin goatskin which is twisted well to squeeze and to

filter it. The mercury comes out from the walls of the

goatskin and the silver [amalgam] remains as a walnut. This

is placed in a clay pot over the fire so that the mercury which
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remained with the silver will be separated. The silver is

melted and its weight detemined. It is noted down as the
155

silver refined the first night. The same is done to all
156

the ore on a continuous basis. Know that Allah is the supporter

of the righteous.

THE SECOND CHAPTER offers information regarding
157

the various standard gold coins, weight [of' the coins], [U-b]

and the limit of loss of any coin in the continuous smelting

until it reaches the Egyptian standard in the refining. This

is that in every ICQ mithq^ls, 2^ mithqals is lost, and an
obligatory tax for a legal inscription is as a loss of 5 for

the two impressions. The remainder is The measure for
157a

every mithaal is 37 waraq (= silver) dirhams. If the rate

of exchange is ^0 in a dinar, then it is excellent after

the metal being refined has lost 2/3 of a mithq^ plus 2 of

one of sirSim. A last third is destroyed. Know that if the

gold is not just right, like the Ya'qubl. the silver impurity

has not been extracted from the ore subjected to the gold

refining. If it is a low quality gold, then only auriferous

silver comes out from it. Should the loss come out in the

refining, then from a mithq^ of gold there will be 2/3 of

a mithqi.1 and no more. The remainder is vaporized, and destroyed.

It is consumed by the intensity of the smelting fire.
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For every 100 mithqals of that which is refined,

there is a loss by destruction of 5 mithqals. Then, marking

of a legal inscription by the two impressions occasions a

tax loss of 5 mithqals. The remainder is 90 mithqals in

actual value; every mithqal is ^6 dirhams with the mentioned
158

purity. That extracted in .the refining of the ore is sirsim.

In another case, in the refining of every 100 mithqals.

the loss is 11 mithqals. Marking of the legal inscription

by the two impressions gives rise to a tax loss of 5 mithqals.

The remainder is 8^ mithqals in actual value; for every
1 r

mithqal, it means 33'$ [dirham coins ] with the mentioned
160

special purity like that of tears.

In the refining of every 100 mithqals. there is a

loss•of 15. Then a tax loss due to the marking of the legal

inscription for the two impressions is 5» The remainder is

80 in actual value; every mithqal is 32 dirhams with the

mentioned state of purity.

There is a loss of 10 mithqals in refining, and

in impression 5; "the remainder is 85 in actual value. Every

mithqal is 3^ dirhams with the mentioned fineness.

From 100, 30 mithqals is lost [in refining], and

in impression 5» The remainder is 65 mithqals in actual

value; every mithqal is 26 dirhams coins with the mentioned

purity.

The gold contaminated with the silver is, in actual

practice, valued according to the touchstone. In a [later]
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section, there is relevant information on the actual value

and on the minimim required according to most. As to gathered
161

gold, its loss in refining is kno-wn only to Allah, may He

be praised and exalted.

THE THIRD CHAPTER describes the work on the standards
162

of fineness so that one may know the actual value of every

kind of gathered gold and others with the touchstone after
163

making it acidic. One mithqal less a carat of pure gold is

taken and melted with a carat of silver Then, on it is

marked 23 carat.

Then 22 carats of pure gold are melted with 2 carats

of silver as before. The standard of fineness is marked

as 22 carat. The gold is marked, .carat by carat, substituting

silver and then noting it. The result is a set of standards
16k

which goes down to the ruba'iy standard with the remainder

being silver.

There are 18 touchneedles containing altogether l8
165

mithqals; of gold, there are 10 mithqals, 1, 1, and 1. This
2 T+ B

method is not officially accepted [in the mint]. All these

touchneedles are attached to a silver holder together with the

touchstone, one after another, beginning with the official

standard and ending with the ruba*^iy [6 carat] standard.

When unknown gold is obtained, it may be tested

on the stone beside the previous standards mentioned. Its
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color is then obvious to one; it will resemble one of the

known standards made according to the true, well done procedure,

after having been made acidic. Perhaps, there may be copper

in the body; this will impart a reddish color to the touch

stone. It will be removed in the test [by the acid]; if it

still exists, then the color will change. It becomes black

or some other color according to the quantity of copper in

it. Understand that. Know that acid must be poured upon

it, if the exalted Allah wishes.

THE FOURTH CHAPTER deals with the knowledge of

the refining of gold and a description of the construction

of the furnace. A cupola is bixilt, circular inside and

square outside. Its cross-section is four spans by four

spans. The exterior of its walls is made of pure clay and

salt when it is built; its interior is fashioned with clay

and salt to the edge of the cupola. It is then sealed. It

is difficult as with a delicate piece of pottery. It is

opened to kindle the fire; there is a door for it like the
166

door of an oven. It has a clay grating which is punctuated

with designated separations in the construction. The bottom

of the cupola is raised from the earth the distance of a

brick.

Some new, thin, red brick is well pulverized and
167

then sieved. For every 2 kails of brick, 1 kail of salt is
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admixed. It is moistened with a little water.

Description of the refining of gold; Some of this
168

mixture is put into a red clay cementation pot into which

is also placed pounded gold cut up as thin as finger nails.

The thin gold and the brick mixture fill the pot. Then another

pot is inverted above it. A mion is made strong with a

seal carefully made of clay as required. It is put into

the middle of the furnace above another brick. The cementation

pots are overturned so that the two both contain gold mixed
169

[5b] with the other. To make it permanent, the pot of the

good gold above must be struck by the fire whose heat is

maintained. The pot of the lower quality will be underneath.

It is treated gently; the fire is cut off from it a little.

A cover of broken-up acacia is placed between the walls of

the cupola with the cementation pots still in the middle of

the furnace. It is ignited until it burns properly. The

opening is closed with a block from the first [part] of the

night to the second [part} of the morning. The cupola is

then opened to remove what is in it. The seal is broken

from the pots and what is in them is sieved. Under it is

173
placed a small clay water dish to weaken the heat. It is

17L
kept with the earth to extract the silver in it. The loss

of the gold in that fire is determined correctly with the

balance. It is rettimed to the refining until it is known

that the proper condition is at hand. At that time, the
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surface of the good part is rubbed.

THE FIFTH CHAPTER concerns [testing the] standard

of fineness of a gold ingot. The gold is melted into ingots
172

and then samples are cut off from the two ends of each ingot.

The ends are melted into a whole. Then one takes two mithaals

of it and beats it into two [pieces of] gold leaf of equal

measure and weight. Then two pieces of leaf are beaten from

Amirl gold for comparison purposes. The weights [which should

be the same] are according to the shape caused by hammering

on a steel anvil. In regard to the four leaves, the bottom

of a cementation pot is covered with an [earth] mixture.

Above this mixture are placed the two control leaves [of Smiri

gold] face to face. The surface is again covered with earth.

The pot is sealed tightly with clay and labeled "control pot."

Then the same is done with the two leaves to be tested in

anothsr cementation pot; the latter is labeled "trial pot."

The two pots are then placed in a clean furnace prepared
173

purposely for [this] test. It is fired a day and a night;

then the control and trial leaves are removed. Each of the

leaves is wiped off with a woolen rag on a wooden board until

there is no doubt or surmise [about its cleanliness].. The

calculations regarding the refining of the gold ingot are

based on the results of this experiment. The weight of the

[original] leaves had been noted in mithaals and grains. The

leaves are [again] weighed so as to know the loss in the fire;
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the losses of the control leaves are compared with those

of the trial leaves. If the difference is not greater than

one-tenth of a grain, the gold ingot is approved, and dinars

may he made from it with proper polishing and stamping. Know

that when the control leaves are prepared with the standard

of fineness of the Smiri dinar, then the standard of fineness

is accepted according to the basis.

Perhaps, one may not yet coin the gold ingot so

that it must then be subjected to a second refining operation

to obtain the standardj it is necessary to reach the standard

of fineness of the control. To make the gold ingot, a coin

is admixed when the [low] ore makes it necessary. To achieve

the standard, a certain amount of that [gold] coin is used.

[6a] An assay must be carried out on the result; if necessary

to obtain the gold ingot, a second coin may be required. It

is the essence of the [finished] coin that its assay meet a

certain standard of fineness so that it must be adjusted

by changing its fineness. Allah is He who is asked for help.

In Him is the trust.

SIXTH CHAPTER on the polishing of gold before staniping.

After the gold flans are made round, they are placed in a

pot and heated to redness. Pulverized Indian salt in a little

fresh water is added to it. Then a fire is kindled under it

with such intensity that the salt dissolves as lead does.
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It [the molten, salt] is decanted into a mould; then the dinars

are removed to be washed with cold water, then fine sand.

They are dried in a pot above a gentle fire and then stamped.

When the strength is contaminated with this salt, it clarifies

it, with the help of the exalted Allah.

SEVENTH CHAPTER on information with regard to

adjusting every standard of ingot gold with fairness by

calculating the loss it incurred in the refining. An example

of it is that it is desired to subtract a grain for every

mithqal when its weight is 100. It is returned to its

refining. Then, it is found, if it is refined a night, two

grains will be lost for every mithqal. enriching it over the

official standard. This is not proper and so it is changed

so that the mentioned extra grain is not lost. The procedure

for that is that you refine only 50 of the 100. Then two

grains are lost for every mithqal. It is then added to the

melt of the other fifty. In this way, one grain is taken

from every mithqal and so made just. Every improper one is

taken care of according to this example.

Know that if copper-gold is refined, it must be

repeated since the standard of fineness is difficult to

adjust. The loss is great if one does not melt with it,
175

for example, one tenth of its weight of auriferous silver.

Then, with the aid of that silver, all of the copper is

removed from the body with ease so that it attains a just

standard of fineness.
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EIGHTH CHAPTER on the extraction of gold from an

argentiferous ore to be refined. In a smelting crucible as
176

large as two beakers, a kail of ore and in it ten ratls of

mercury are placed after the ore has been moistened with

water. Then it is stirred in the stone crucible for a half

day; it is then filled with water and stirred for four periods.

After this, all the water, ore, mercury, and silver settle

to the bottom. The water is decanted. In another vessel,

the ore is dried and pressed into flat cakes so that the

mercury is removed through the chinks. Then the silver [amalgam]

is removed as one piece. [6b] In it there are six parts of

mercury and one part of silver. All of it is placed in a

clay vessel, filling it a third. The remainder is filled

with potsherds. The amount put in is according to the quantity

of water in it.

Then the fire for the vessel is ignited. The

mercury is heated and distilled into the vessel which contains

water. This vessel is buried in the earth. The silver is

thus purified from the mercxiry. Then one returns to the

flat cakes which were dried in the shade. They are broken
_ 177

up and are called itlaq. They are put into a clay vessel

filling its third and the remainder is filled with broken

potsherds. The fire is above the empty part of the vessel.

The mercury in the container is distilled and the flat cakes

are removed to the stone vessel which is the size of four
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178
beaiers. Five ratls of mercury are thrown on them and it

is worked as was done with the silver. There is a limit

to the amount of mercury used in the operation. For every

dirham of silver or gold, a weight of two and a half dirhams

179
of mercury, neither more nor less, is used.

NINTH CHAPTER on the purification of silver by
IBO

the use of lead; if it is free from the "essence of the
181

black" and solder, the silver is pure. To test it, a spot

is filed and then heated. If one sees that the filed spot
182

is black or changed, then the metal is adulterated.

If it is not changed, then it is pure and the

silver is bright. In the refinement, the loss of its successor

metal is continued except that the second amount which comes

out from the silver is less then the first. That which comes

183
out in the losses is csilled habaq.

As to the purification, the silver is taken and

put into a deep cupel made from a mixture of slaked lime
18^

and sieved ashes, both in equal measures. This is constructed
185

with just a little water. If the weight of the silver is 300

dirhams, a rail of lead is added. Then charcoal is put on

it and the bellows is used adequately. If the silver'is

desired, wood for burning is put on it. The blast is continued

until the lead and copper are burned and it appears pure.

It is removed to the anvil where it is hammered. It is then
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heated and stirred. It is hot and if it does not hurst

open, then it has been purified. If the fire is not played

on the stirred part, then when it is broken open, lead will

be revealed. The heating is carried on with the heat to
186

avoid retention of the lead.

TENTH CHAPTER on the description of the manufacture
187

of the. nuara dirham. The silver is melted in a crucible;

whatever of it liquefies first is first cast in a mould.

After that, the silver in the crucible is slowly poured out

and comes to the surface. When it is all poured out [in this

way], then it is well done. Otherwise, quick pouring gives

rise to evaporation and causes a loss. [7a] After the casting,

first of all, the ingots are taken and cut into equal pieces,

each of a size slightly larger than a dirham. If the ingot

weighs twenty dirhams, then it is cut into fifteen pieces,

and one fashions the dirhams. One hundred carats should be

present, the hundred being true.. The separate pieces when

totaled provide a second check to make its weight true; also

the whole is weighed and double-checked. If a piece is less

than a dirham, then a half dirham is made from it. It is

polished and then stamped.

ELEVENTH CHAPTER on the description of the polishing

of nuara dirhams. When the flans have been made roiond and

accurate, they are heated and their surface rubbed with lemon
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1B8
juice and salt. When their whiteness appears, they are

polished with white, sieved sand. They are stamped after

they have been rubbed dry with bran and sieved from it. In

an. iron ladle, the filings are melted together and dirhams

are made as was done earlier mtil but one dirham remains.

It also is melted, made round, polished, and stamped. With

Allah is the grace.

TWELFTH CHAPTER on extraction of silver from the

189
body of lead that is called habaa. Habaq is taken and

pTilverized well. It is put in a deep cupel of ash moistened

with water. . A chimney is over this.

Description of a Hijaz chimney: its length is two

ells and the width of its cross-section is a span and a hsilf.

Its lower part is wider than its upper. Over it is the

bellows which is built on its top. There is no door.

The furnace is filled with charcoal and the fire

is lit. The blasting continues until the habaq is molten.

- ^
Then lead is put on it; for every qintar of habaq. twenty

rails of lead is added. Then after all is taken into account,

all of the habaq is introduced together with an equal amount

of charcoal. It is made certain that the whole thing is

molten. Beside this furnace is a deep cupel made of equal

quantities of lime and ash. It is placed lower than the

first cupel so that the habaq and all that is light may flow
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down to this lower crucible. The blowing by the bellows is

continued. According to its melting movement, the silver

scoria will look like zi.ia.i al-bulls which is a kind of earth

gathered from the little metal pieces and the ash. This is

removed from the surface of the habaa by skimming it off with

an iron scoop. Then that habaq becomes as a flat cake. The

apparatus is then done away with, and, in its place, another
191

deep .cupel, made of equal parts of lime and ash moistened

with a little water as usual, is set up. A low cupola, is

constructed with a wide door. The cupel is inside, On the

opposite side of the cupola is a small door. Then the bellows

is built on its side. The cupel is filled with charcoal and

then blasted [using the bellows]. The button is then placed

on tl

[7b]

192
on the charcoal; the blasting is continued until it melts.

Then the door of the cupola is closed entirely,

with sand and clay. The blasting is continued until a yellow

smoke changing to blue comes out from the previously mentioned

opening. It is a sign of its melting. Then the door of the

cupola is opened and the dried habaq is found adhering. In

the middle is a button of molten silver. This is taken to

be purified like the first metal ingot in a third uncovered

cupel without a superstructure. What remains of the silver

and its impurity is again refined. That which adheres is

used by the apothecaries in civet oils and in others.
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THIRTEENTH CHAPTER on making the Egyptian waraq
193

dirham correctly. For every part of nuora silver, two and
_ _ ]_QLl

one third parts of red copper, and [some] hubub al-nar are

taken. An example is; to I8OO dirhams of nuqra silver, 1+200

dirhams of copper is added. Its quantity is made to 6200

dirhams with hubub al-nar. Then the hubub al-nar is used

to maintain the standard of thirty nuqra dirhams and, however

the quantity decreases, the hubub al-nar of 200 dirhams is

an excess over the 6000 and will make up for a loss of 200
195

dirhams in 6000 to maintain the standard of thirty dirhams.

First the copper is melted and when it is dissolved

it flows like a liquid. At this point, the hot silver is

thrown on it; it dissolves at once. It is stirred for a

while, then it is covered carefully with pulverized charcoal

so that it does not remain uncovered. It is concentrated

on the surface. From the crucible a weight of one or ten

or one hundred dirhams is taken and refined with the use of

196
the bellows. There results from it one part of silver to

two and a third parts of copper, according to the first adjust

ment. An example is that from ten dirhams there is extracted

three dirhams of silver. This value of the standard is

achieved by the addition of the hubub al-nar. This is a

measure of the standard. Then the smelter removes the small

cupel with iron tongs; it contains the silver melted with
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copper from the crucible in the furnace. The melt is poured

into a wooden vessel in the shape of a bowl. This vessel which

is in the middle of a container with fresh water is covered with i

layer of powdered charcoal. The molten silver which is poured

into the vessel takes on a globular form falling into the

water. In the vessel, with water, it assumes a regiilar shape

of larger and smaller pieces. Another worker is beside the

first one. He pulverizes charcoal with his hands, sprinkling

it to prevent silver pieces from sticking to each other and

so to give the pieces better shapes. Later, the pieces are

gathered from the bottom of the water container, washed from

the dirt of the charcoal, and dried in the air. Then [8a]

their standard of fineness is tested. In Allah is the grace.

FOURTEENTH CHAPTER on testing the standard of fineness

of fwaraqldirhams. After the mixing of a collection of these

dirhams, a weight of fifteen dirhams is put under a bellows

with two ratls of lead. The lead is melted with the silver

in the cupel which was made of a mixture of one third lime

and two thirds ash.

Description of the bellows: A bellows is attached

to the top [of the furnace]. The air. comes out from its

mouth 4ii'ected down to the middle of the cupel.

The lead that is in the body of the silver is

extracted from the copper. The copper becomes a button and
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in its center Is a clean button of silver. That body of

197silver is free of lead and copper.

This is repeated by putting the silver button in

a second cupel of approximately the same composition and

blowing on it with the bellows as the first time until the

remainder of.that lead in the body of the silver is burned.

Then that button in the middle becomes yellower than the

first button. It is thrown with the lead. In a third cupel,

the process is repeated as it was done at first. It is

then that the silver is purified from all its lead and copper.

The weight has been made true an.d the silver is set aside.

Should it be four and a half dirhams or of greater weight,

then the standard is acceptable; it does not lead to error

or mistake and there is no fraud for that would involve a

deviation. The coinage is done well. Coins are made, processed,

and stamped.

PIFTEMTH CHAPTER on polishing [of the warag flans]

before stamping them. Strong vinegar is boiled in a copper

cauldron. The dirhams are heated and thrown into the vinegar.

They are rubbed with salt in it until they cease to be black

and their whiteness appears. Then they are washed with fresh

water in wooden vessel until their whiteness intensifies so

that their color is that of pure silver. Then they are

rubbed in sumac juice until the whiteness increases and it
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becomes like pure silver. They are dried with bran which

is then sieved away, then stamped with the die. Salam.

SIXTEENTH CHAPTER on the extraction of what is

mixed in the fumaces, the smelting crucibles, the ores of

waraq silver, and the amount of mercury necessary for the

smelting crucible in which waraq is smelted.

The ore is pulverized, then treated after it is

moistened with water in a stone vessel, with six ratIs of
198

mercury for every two waibas of ore. [8b] The contents of

the stone vessel is stirred a half day after it has been

filled with water; the ore is given a shaking. The water

is then removed so that the ore comes out in the rush of
199

liquid.and the silver and mercury remain. It is pressed

well so that the mercury is extruded. The valuable part

remains like a walnut. This is put into a clay distilling

flask filling it one third, then filling it to the top with

broken sherds, then placed next to a clay pot filled completely

with water and placed on the upper part of the fiery furnace.

Any mercury there is warmed and distilled into the water-

filled pot. Waraq silver remains. It is purified with the

air blast of the bellows to bum out what copper there is in

its body to become pure. This operation is a special one

and is not performed with gold and nuqra silver.
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S^EMTEENTH CHAPTER on what is required of every
mint worker in regard to the refinings demanded by the

officials. All the results concern silver and gold, coinage,

the number and other matters, apparatus, the determination

of the standard of fineness, luting of the vessels and the

furnace, melting of the standardized weight of gold and silver

and concern with the calculation, its mark thereby, and the

care that is necessary with that. Their proper performance
201 •

is a protection from cheating in the mint. Perhaps, one is

acquainted with them and the skill involved in calculation

and its mark thereby, and that it is necessary that the

engraver, when he is not certain, must do it himself, doing

so by hand according to the usual custom. A requisite is

that the diemaker must concern himself only with engraving

in order that he become skilled in it for further improvement

of the patterns. This is also so that imitations of dies will

be made more difficult. In this connection, another matter

is that the craftsman must not have access to a new die.

For the sake of society, care is essential in

preserving the standard of fineness of gold and silver from
202

three aspects. The first is that the knowledge of the basic

weight of the ingot must be made accurate. It must be returned

to the mint and the quantity of its loss in the refining must

be reckoned every day as well as the quantity remaining with

official sanction in the case of change of the ingot. If it
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is lirought close to legality, i.e., less than it in its

standard, then it is not stamped when the employees learn

about it. It is then made according to the royal court's

duty and sense of obligation.

Or, perhaps, the master of the ingot has a die

and he stamps it coming out from the mint. As often as it

is made in the mint, the ingot is brought about with the
203

duty of legality. It is made in a manufactory without a

sense of duty if it possesses leeway in its standard, if

it is obtained by a method other than the known one, if

not by the intelligent guarding the oven which is the furnace,

or if, in place of Islamic gold, Boman gold, which is that

robbed of a fifth, is placed in the furnace and the workers

do not know about it. According to the court, the required

fifth is lost; its cause is carelessness [9a] in knowing

what is in the furnace.

The second is that if the furnace is neglected,

it casts off the preferred to a side. As to the watchfulness

kept on it, there may be elements of deterioration which

appear first on the surface. If the hara.ia is exactly legal,

the possibility is that the director of the mint will make

that as the basic standard. Then there is the excellence of

the gold and others. The excellence of one gold and its

work in the operations may be doubtfxil in the procedures of

the workers in regard to the reference standard which should
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be excellent. The cementation pot Is sealed in a manner

similar to the luting of the mint and the furnace is properly

operated with discretion. If the workmen do not meet the

standard of fineness of that gold ingot which is the intention
20if

of the director, then it is dishonest. It is placed in the

furnace and the filled pot. .is not removed. If it is watched

and its weights are recovered and legal, then it is marked

with the stamp of ingot gold.

The standard of fineness may be defective according

to other knowledge. Or, the cementation pot of the standard

is stolen from the furnace, open.ed, and ashes of the reference

stolen in a quantity so as to lessen the excellent [part].

It is returned after it is resealed to the furnace. If it

is watched and heated with what it throws off, it is relevant

to excellent control. Then the workmen suppose that it has

been made lawfully and so it is stamped. This ingot gold is

defective in the standard of fineness.

Or, the remains of the excellent control are arranged

with [other] remains to make a [new] control; they are put

together freely, the base and the excellent. Fine filings

of auriferous silver are taken in the quantity of one carat

and placed in a small crucible. This crucible is prepared

as in the preparation of the Smiri standard which is the

control base. The silver carat is melted with the gold to

lower the standard of fineness. On consideration, the excellent

is higher than the reference gold. Then one supposes it is
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officially the gold ingot which it is definitely not.

As to the preservation of the standard of fineness

of silver, it is in three chapters. The first one concerns

silver ore which should not be refined except in the mint

in the presence of justice, proper direction of the endeavor,

[and careful] diminishing and lightening of the silver ore

according to the heat. That ore is taken and returned to

the refining.

The second is on not neglecting the weight of

silver and of copper; its furnace deposit is bad. When the

furnace is filled, it is only to where it makes the melt

come out excellently. Anything other than the melt in the

furnace is frowned upon for fear of its being consumed or

that some copper may inadvertently be added to that which

has been adjusted.

The third is the large chapter on the defect, with

knowledge of the aspects of the preservation of the standard

of fineness. That is [9b] because carelessness always occurs

in adjustment of the silver and copper, or neglect, or being

consumed in the smelting. It is because the time is uncertain

when to consider the standard of fineness and to require watch

fulness during the period of adjustment, i.e., in the time

of work on the standard of fineness. It is an indication of

being consumed in nine ways.

It is in the mixture, i.e., the description of the
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brick, the lime and the sand, or in the brick which goes to

construct the cupel, or in the bellows, or in the iron-melt

container with which one adjusts the Impurity, or the charcoal

which remains on the surface of the molten metal, or in the

throwing of a piece of silver into the crucible at a certain

time, and that the operations are continued so that the silver

is heated twice, the first more intensely than the second.

The second operation may be carried out better than the first

to make the silver, in the period of refining, free from the

black and the red, '̂̂ ^d so that the silver is not near anything
but the salt, vinegar, and smac to make all its whiteness

appear. Its inscription is stamped only with a die. Whenever

there is a loss in the weight of silver during the burning

operation which is meant to improve its value, then the second

operation is helpful. The same is true for maintaining the

smelting to limit the weight of copper before its removal in

the cupel. The silver is in a molten state and what is there

is obtained. When deception is brought about in the standard

of fineness, it is that which is received with it. The

attainment of the goal lies in the smelting process. The

entrusted is in His hand.

The book is completed with the help of the exalted

Allah; His grace is beautiful. It is dedicated on the twelfth

of the blessed Dhu*-l-qa' da,year 1135 H. of the Prophet, ,to his

Companions, the most excellent of the blessed, and Allah.
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Notes

1. Cf. for example the Leiden X papyrus, an early third

century work, which contains much material on the metallurgy

of gold, silver, tin, and copper, their coloration, purification,

manufacture of their alloys, the use of gold in decoration

and writing, preparation of styptics, purple dye and ink,

and the employment of sulf-ur, alum, saffron, and many other

chemicals and botanicals in various processes. The alchemy

in this work, M.. Berthelot believed, arose not from purely

chimerical imagination but from solid experience and positive

practice. M. Berthelot, Collection des anciens Alchimistes

Grecs (Paris, 1888) vol. I, pp. 19-20.

2. See, for example, M. Levey, Chemistry and Chemical Technology

in -Ancient Mesopotamia (Amsterdam, 1959)*

3. This is dated I3OI A.D. but was deriyed from yery old

oral accounts of the manufacturing processes of the day.

It "is called Jawahir al-^ara^is wa-atayib an-nafa°is (or

''Ara^'is al-.1awahir wanafa^is al-atayib), "Book on precious

stones and perfumes." There are two texts in IstanbilL in

the Aya Sofya library, MSS 3613 and 361^. The A.S. MS 3613

is dated almost 3OO years later. It was published by

H. Ritter, J. Ruska, R. Winderlich, and F. Sarre, "Orientalische

Steinbttcher und Persieche Fayencetechnik" in Istanbuler

Mitteilungen (Istanbul, 1935)*
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Cf. Aly Bey Bahgat and F4lix Massoul, La C^ramlque

Musulmane de I'Bgypte (Le Calre, 1930).

5. Cf- Lodovico Antonia Muratorl, Antlquitates Italicae

medll aevl; slve dlssertatlones de moribus, ritlbus,

rellgione—. 6 vols. (Milan, I738-I7V2) vol. II, 1739y

pp. 36^387? Dissertatib XXIV. The title of the section

mentioned is Gompositiones ad tingenda musiva, pelles

et alia, ad deaurandum ferrum, ad mineralia, ad chrysographiam,

ad glutina auaedam conficienda, aliaque artiimi docnmenta,

ante annos nongentos scripta. One of the recipes in

this text is identical with one in the Leiden papyrus

(second half of the third century). Some of the recipes

represent older traditions from Egypt which were transmitted

to the Greeks. The manuscript contains the first use of

the name vitriolum, an impure iron sulfate, and hrandisium

for bronze, designating an alloy of copper, tin, and lead.

For glass manufacture among the Arabs, of. P. Kahle,

Zeit. d. Deut. Morgenl. Gesell. 338 ff. (1936).

6. Cf. M. Berthelot, La Chimie au Mpyen 5ge. 3 vols. (Paris,

1893) vol. I, p. 9.

7. These are Oriental Institute, University of Chicago, Ar.

MS AI2060. This is equivalent to MS Landberg 637 in

Berlin called Umdat al-kuttab wa='uddat dhawi al-albab.

Its full title is "Book of the Staff of the Scribes and

Implement of the Discerning with a Description of the
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Line, the Pens, Soot Inks, Llq, Gall Inks, Dyeing, and

Details of Bookbinding." The author was Tamim ibn

al-Mu«izz ibn Badls (c. A.D. 1025). The other treatise

of importance in this area is by abu al-'^Abbas Atoad

ibn Muhammad al-Sufyani and is called Sina'^at tasfir

al-kutub wa-hill al-dhahab. For other manuscripts of

lesser importance, M. Levey, Medieval . Arabic Book-

making. ..(Philadelphia, 1962) p. 7*

8. Edited by P. Ricard (Fes, 1919)* Of. also Rene Basset,

Revue Africaine 153 (1920).

9. Levey, ibid., p. 5?. An extensive glossary is included

in this work.

10. Of. M. Levey, The Medical Formulary of a].-Kindi (9th century)

(Madison, 1966); M. Levey and Noury Al-Khaledy, The

Medical Formulary or Agrabadhln of al-Samaraandi (13th

century) (Philadelphia, 1966); M. Levey, Medieval . Arabic

Toxicology; The Book of Poisons Tiy ibn al-Wahshlva (Philadelphia,

1966).

11. Some of the agricultural treatises which deserve thorough

study from the chemical technologist's point of view

are those of ibn al-^Awwam, Kitab al-filaha, "Book on

Agriculture;" iln al-Wahshiya, Kitab al-fila^a al-nabatiya,

"Book on Nabatean Agriculture;" and the translation by

Sergius of a Greek geoponic work, Kitab al-Pilafea al-rmiya,

"Book on Greek Agriculture." Cf. J. M. MillAs Vallicrosa

Blf



and M. Aziman, Llbro de Agrlcultura de ibn Bassal. (TetuSn,

1955)- Ito Bassal flourished about 1100 A.D. Of. M.

Meyerhof, "E3:iuisse d'histoire de la pharmacologxe et

botanique chez les musulmans d'Espagne," Al-Andalus 3,

1-^1 (1935).

12. For the text and Spanish translation, cf. J. A. Banquero

(Madrid, 1802).

13. For a translation of this cuneifonn text, cf. M. Levey,

"A Group of Akkadian Texts on Perfumery," Chvmia 5)

31-36 (1959).

1^-. Cf. p. Ray, History of chemistry in ancient and medieval

India (Calcutta, 1956) pp. 236-238.

15. Cf. K. Garbers, Kitab klmivi. al-'^itr wat-tag'idat (Leipzig,

19^). The translation of the title is "Book on the

chemistry of perfumes and distillations." It contains

recipes for over one hundred perfumery mixtures and

technical descriptions of the processes and apparatus.

This text was written by the famous al-Kindi (9th century).

Another important text in this area is one by ibn Masawaih

(777-857); M. Levey, "Ibn Masawaih and His Treatise on

Simple Aromatic Substances; Studies in the History of

Arabic Pharmacology I, " Journal Hist. Med. 16, 3'9^^10

(1961). In this latter treatise, the aromatics found

therein were almost all known earlier in the Greek, Indian,

and Babylonian pharmacopoeias.
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16. For example, cf. H.E. Stapleton, R. F. Azo, and Hidayat

Husain, "Chemistry in Iraq and Persia in the tenth

century, A.D.," Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

8, 317-^18 (1927) and H. E. Stapleton and R. F. Azo,

"An alchemical compilation of the thirteenth century,

A.D.," ihid. 3? 57-9^ (I9IO) where are described al-Razi's

chemistry and alchemy. It is certain that al-Razi

(9th century) derived his chemical material from Jabir's

works. See J. Ruska and K. Garbers, "Vorschriften zur

Herstellung von scharfen Wassern bei Gabir und RazI,"

Der Islam 1-3^ (1938); E. Wiedemann discusses Arabic

chemical apparatus "Zur Chemie bei den Arabem, " Sitz.

d. Phvsikalisch-medizinischen Soz. in Erlangen lf3, 76 ff.

(1911). M. Berthelot, Collection des Anciens

Alchimistes Grecs 3 vols. (Paris, I888). Eater work

by Berthelot as La Chimie au Moyen Ige. 3 vols. (Paris,

1893) particulary vols. II and III, treats of Syriac

and Arabic works.

17. Al-Razi, before he became a physician, was a believer

in the transmutation of baser metals to gold and wrote

much on alchemy. One of his best is the Kitab al-mudkhal

al-ta'= llmi, "Book on a propaedeutic introduction, "

published by Stapleton, Azo, and Husain, op. cit. In

al-Razi's Sirr al-asrar, there is much of a highly

interesting technical nature. _Cf. J. Ruska, Al-Razi's
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Buch Gehelmnls der Geheitnnlsse in Quellen. und Studlen

IV/3 (Berlin, 1935).

18. Cf. Abu'l-Qasim AMad ibn M. al-'Iraqi al-SimawI in MS

Gotha Arab 859; also al-Hasani, Risalat al-nu.iijm al-sharlqat

fi dhlkr ba'^d al-sana='l'^ al-muhta.i ilalha fl ^^ilm al-nuqat.

"Epistle of the rising stars on the recollection of

some of the necessary arts in the science of the determi

nation of place" in MS Gotha IV13, fols. lib, l^a.

19. Muqaddimah. I, 27^ ff.

20. N. Khanikoff, on the balance, in Journ. Am. Oriental Soc.

(1859)) based on al-Khazini's (fl. ca.lll8) Kitab mizan

al-hikma, "Book of the balance of wisdom." This book is

concerned with mechanics and physics especially with

specific gravity, density, hydrostatics, applications

of the balance, and other topics. Cf. also a study of

al-Biruni's (973-10'+8 ?) work in this area by J. J.

Clement-Mullet in Journ. Asiatique. I858. This study,

entitled "Pesanteur. specifique de diverses substances

minerales, proc^dl pour I'obtenir d'apres Abou'l Rihan

Albirouny. Extrait de L'Ayin Akbery," should be enlarged

to include a wider area of al-Birunl's works on physics.

See E. Wiedemann, "Die Schrift ttber den Qarastun,"

Bibliotheca Mathematica 12, Ser. 3? 21-39 (1912) on

Thabit ibn Qurra's work on the balance.
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21. Hjalmar Hedfors, transl., Composltlones ad tlngenda

maslva, (Uppsala, 1932) p. 16.

22. M. Berthelot, La Chlmle au Moven Age. I, p. 23 ff.

23. Compare the recipes for alloys in Berthelot, Collection,

pp. 31-61.

2h. The text and translation were published by Albert Ilg

in Quellenschriften fttr Kunstgeschichte und Kunsttechnik

h (1873).

25. Albert Ilg, Theonhilus Presbyter. Schedule diversarium

artium...in Quellenschriften d. Kunstgeschichte...7

(187^+) published in Vienna; an excellent translation has

been made by C. R. Dodwell, Theophilus/ The Various Arts

(London, 1961); J. G. Hawthorne and C. S. Smith, Theophilus

(Chicago, 1963).

26. E. 0. von Lippman, Entstehung imd Ausbreitung des

Alchemie (Berlin, 1919) P* ^73 ff-

27. For example, Albertus Magnus, De Mineralibus in Opera

Omnia, edited by A. Borgnet, vol. 5? PP- 1-116 (Paris,

1890); also cf. such as H.C. and L.H. Hoover, Georgius

Agricola's "De Re Metallica," Engl. transl. (London, 1912);

A.G. Sisco and C.S. Smith, Lazarus Ercker's [d. 1593]

Treatise on Ores and Assaying, transl. from Ger. ed. of

1580 (Chicago, 1951); later works offering explanations

are Johann Andreas Cramer, Elementa artis docimasticae . .

(Leyden, 1739) and Christoph Andreas Schltlter, GrUndlicher

Unterricht von Htltte-Werken . . . (Braunschweig, 1738) •
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28. One of the early hooks on minting, hy "^Ahd al-Malik ibn

Marwan, was recalled hy al-Baladhuri (d. 892) in the

Kiti-h futuh al-huldan. The latter was edited hy M. J.

de Goeje (Leiden, I87O). Others interested in minting,

as recalled hy "^Ali ihn Yusnf in Al-dawha al-mushtahika

fi dawahit dar al-sikka, edited hy Husain Mu'nis (Madrid,

i960) p. 110, were Khalid h. =Ahdallah al-Bajalx, Qasri

ihn "^Ahd al-Malik, and Yusuf ihn "^Umar.

29. I. A. Mayer, facsimile reproduction of Shudhur al-'^uqud

fi dhikr al-nuqud, "Beads of the necklace on the recollection

of coins," hy al-Maqrizi (136^lMf2) (Alexandria, 1933)-

The reproduction is of Leiden MS or 560 Warn. The

Shudhur. . . was edited hy O.G. Tychsen (Rostochii, I787)

and translated hy S. de Sacy. The text is one which had

heen revised hy al-Maqrizi himself. It includes much

information on the history of an cognate material on

Arabic coinage, weights of dinars and dirhams of different

localities, and names of people connected with coin

inscriptions and monetary matters. However, the treatise

contains no discussion of metallurgy or chemical technology

of minting. For a discussion of the different weights

used for the dirham, _cf. ahu <=Ahid al-Qasim ihn Salam

in his Kitah al-amwal (Cairo, 1353 A.H.) p. 525-, and

'^Ali ihn Yusuf in his Dawahit dar al-sakkat edited hy

Husain Mu^'nis (Madrid, I960); G.C. Miles, Encvcl. of

Islam. 2nd ed., s. v. Dinar and Dirham.
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30. E.J. Holmyard, "Mansur al-Kamily, " Archelon I87-I9O

(1931).

31. Fol. 2b.

32. A.S. Ehrenkreutz, "Extracts from the Technical Manual

on the Ayyubid Mint in Cairo," Bull. School Oriental

African Studies 15? (1953)? worked on some sections

of the text.

33* Cf. other works, for example, by A.S. Ehrenkreutz, "Studies

in the Monetary History of the Near East in the Middle

Ages II. The standard of fineness of Western and Eastern

dinars before the Crusades," Journ. Economic and Social

Hist. Orient. 6, 2^-3-277 (1963); "Studies-in the Monetary

History of the Near East in the Middle Ages, " ibid., _2,

128-161 (1959); G'C. Miles, various publications partially

listed in -Index Islamicus 1906-19*7'? (Cambridge, 1958) and

its Supplement [196.2]5 P. Grierson, "The Monetary Reforms

of 'Abd al-Malik. Their metrological basis and their

financial repercussions," Journ. Economic and Soc. Hist.

Orient, 3, 2^1-26^+ (I960); Ya*=qub Sarkis. . . Mabahith

Iraqiva (Baghdad, 19^), 2 vols., passim; '̂ Abd al-Qadr

ibn Atoad al-tarabulusi, Risala tahrir al-mugadlr. . .

(Cairo, I312 A.H.); A.M. Watson, "Back to Gold - and

Silver," The Economic History Review 20, 1-3^ (I967)•

3^. Francois Lenormant, La Monnaie dans l'Antiauit6, 3 vols.,
(Paris, 1878-9) I, p. 82.
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35- A.S. Ehrenkreutz, Encyclopedia of Islam, 2nd ed., vol.

II; s.v. Par al-darb.

36. M. Levey, Chemistrv and Chemical Technology in Ancient

Mesopotamia p. 179.

37. Cf. ibid.. 179 ff.

38. Ibid., p. 180.

39' A. Olmstead, "The Text of Sargon's Annals," Amer. Journ.

of Semitic Lit.. 259-280 (1930-1931).

UO. M. Levey, op. cit., p. I80.

hi. Ibid.. p. 181.

h2. Quran III, 68.

^3. 0. C. Miles, Encyclopedia of Islam, 2nd ed., II, p. 297)

s.v. Dinar.

Mf. Fol. lb.

1+5. Mu'nis, op. cit., p. 115.

U-6. Ibid., p. 116; Abbas al-Azzawi, Ta°rikh al-nuqud al-'iraqiya

limi ba<=id al-'=uhud al-'abbasiva 1258-1917 (Baghdad, 1958)

p. 25. This work gives much historical information as

well as political, financial, administrative, and social

data relating to currency and coinage. The title may be

rendered in English as "History of Iraqian Currency in

the Post-Abbasid Period 1258-191? A.P."

hy. M. ben Yahya al-Suli, Akhbar al-Radi billah wa'1 Muttaqi

billah, "Histoire de la Pynastie Abbaside de 322 a 333/93^

a 9^^)" translated by Marius Canard (Alger, 19^6) II,
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pp. 57-5B; Koran 6, 1535 Sauvaire, "La numismatlque

et de la m^trolcgle musulmanes," Journ. Aslatlque Ser.

7, 19^-66. Cf. al-Suli, op. clt., I, pp. 128, 206;

al-Khwarizmi C+th century A.H.) Mafatih al-'^ulum (Cairo,

13^2 H.); al-Khazini, Kltab Mizan al-hikma, "Book on

the Balance," (Hyderabad, 1359 H.) p. 1^-1.

W. Second ed. (Teheran, 1382 H.) p. 77*

14-9. Ibid.. pp. 277-289.

50. Op. cit., p. 17lf.

51. Ibid.. p. 172.

52. Fol. 8b.

53" Cf. E. Th. Rogers, "Notice on the dinars of the Abbaside

Dyaasty," Journ. Royal Asiatic Soc. (I87I+); H. Sauvaire,

"Mat6riaux pour servir a I'histoire de la numismatique

et de la in4trologie musulmane, " Journ. Asiatique (I879-

1887); idem, Journ. Royal Asiatic Soc. (1877-188^);

J. Ruska, Steinbuch des Aristoteles (Heidelberg, 1912)

pp. 60-61, pp. 177-178.

5^. Of. G. BergstrSsser, ed., Hunain ibn Ishaq ueber die

Syrischen und Arabischen Galen-Uebersetzungen (1925)

pp. 3-50. For the translation into Syriac of Galen's

"Book on Simple Drugs," cf. Max Meyerhof and G. Sobhy,

Abridged Version of "The Book of Simple Drugs" of Ghafiai

by Barhebraeus (Cairo, 1932) p. 8.

55. A. Mingana, Book of Treasure by Job of Edessa, Syriac
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text and translation (Cambridge, 1935)* Cf. also, for

example, al-Farabl's belief in the transmutation of

silver into gold in MS Berlin ^179A, fol. 537b, lines 1-7.

56. Mingana, on. cit.. p. 175- also M. Levey, "Chemical

Notions of an Early Ninth-Century Christian Encyclopedist,"

Chvmia 11, 29-36 (1966).

56. E.J. Holmyard, ed. of abu al-Qasim's Kitab al-'^ilm

al-miMibasab fx zira'^at a(^-^ahab. (Paris, 1923) -p. 20;

the translation is corrected here.

58. Fol. 2b. Ct. al-Biruni's Kitab al-.1amahir fi ma'^rifat

al-.1 aw^ir (Hyderabad, 1355 H.) p. 2V0. He calls floral

gold legendary.

59. Fol. 3a-. For the test of gold purity, cf. text, fol. 3h.

60. R. P. Dougherty, Records from Erech. Time of Nabonidus

555-5^8 B.C. (New Haven, 1920) p. 121.

61. L. Legrain, Ur Excavations Texts III. Business Documents

of the Third Dynasty of Ur (Philadelphia, 19^7) P- ^18.

62. As a result of the scarcity of native silver and also

a lack of argentiferous ores in ancient Egypt, it was

an expensive metal, more so than gold [A. Lucas, Ancient

Egyptian Materials and Industries (London, 19^8) pp. 278-

285].

63. The text does not give any further methods of extraction

of silver except from mixtures with gold or lead. Perhaps

this may have been carried out near the mines and not in

the mint.
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6V. Interestingly, in ancient Mesopotamia, a silver-lead

mixture was refined In two steps, an "eating up by fire,"

and a cupellatlon process. The former volatilized mixch

of the excess lead with which silver Is often found

(M. Levey, Chemistry and Chemical Technology In Ancient

Mesopotamia, p. l82).

65« Fol. 3t). See note 71-

66. Ibid., fols, 5a-5b'

67. The actual physical method used Is of Importance and

Includes the apparatus here. D.M. Llddell, In Handbook

of Non-Ferrous Metallurgy (New York, 1926) vol. II,

pp. 926-927} states that there used to be two types of

cupellatlon furnace and methods, German and English, In

the nineteenth century. German cupellatlon employed a

reverberatory furnace with a fixed hearth and a movable

roof. The gold-silver alloy was not refined In this

furnace. After the German cupelling, a new hearth of

marl or crushed limestone and clay was placed In the

furnace at the beginning of edch cycle. Everything was

luted and the dross skimmed off as It formed. The temperature

was raised and cupellatlon continued until the crude silver

In the furnace brightened. The crude silver was then

refined In another furnace. English cupellatlon was

carried out In a reverberatory furnace with a removable

hearth and fixed roof. Silver was usually refined In

the same furnace.
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68. This is an ancient method of freeing gold from silver

and base metals. The metal was first granulated by-

pouring it, while melted, into water or beaten into thin

leaves which were pounded. It was then placed in crucibles

with a relatively large amount of aluminous earth and

heated. Silver and others were slowly oxidized, perhaips

first having been converted into sulfate or sulfide, and

then absorbed. Recipes included common salt and burned

clay or powdered brick, tile, etc. Silver chloride was

formed, fused, and absorbed. The resulting gold was

nearly pure. Cf. Dodwell, op. cit., p. 128

69. Op. cit.. p. 95'

70. Atim al-shakhirat.

71- Eiddell, op. cit., vol. IV, p. 286, discusses modern

details of cementation. "Arrange the granulated alloy

in alternate layers with two parts of a mixture of brick

dust and one part of salt in porous crucibles. Use a

low heat for 2'+-36 hours. Aqueous vapor from the wood

permeates the crucibles and acts upon the salt to separate

hydrochloric acid to yield silver chloride. The chlorides

of silver and sodium sink into the brick dust. The gold

contains no more than one-tenth to one-eleventh .of silver."

It should be remembered that the procedural conditions

are still highly empirical. The sodium chloride is partly

decomposed by the silica, yielding sodium silicate and
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HCL; the latter yields AgCL which then fuses with more

NaCL sinking into the brick dust to leave a new surface

of alloy exposed to the HCL.

72. Of. M. Levey, Chem. and Chem. Tech., p. I83; E. Beneviste,

"La terme obryza et la metallurgie de I'or," Revue Philol.

122-126 (1953).

73. R. J. Forbes, A History of Technology (Oxford, 1956),

vol. II, p. U-3.

7h. Fols. 5a, 56; E. J. Holmyard, "Maslama al-Majriti and

the Rutbatu'l-Hakim, " Isis 6, 30^305 (192^-).

75' According to ibn Ba'^ra, the standard of fineness of

commercial gold, if this metal is to be acceptable, should

not go lower than six carat since this is the last touch-

needle described in the text. However, gold for coinage

is not discussed in relation to the touchstone test but

according to the standard test by fire . The latter was

considered as much more accurate while the other was

not accepted as official. Ibn Ba*=ra manufactured his

touchneedles, however, with what he considered as pure

gold.

76. Cf. discussion of the construction of ancient Mesopotamian

furnaces, kilns, and hearths in M. Levey, Chem. and

Chem. Tech.. chap. 3-

77' Hara.ja. Cf. text in Kitab al-svilijk by al-Maqrizi, ed.

by M.M. Ziyada (Cairo, 19^2) II, p. 393; al-Maqrizi's

Shudhur al-'uqud in L.A. Mayer's edition (Alexandria, 1933)

p. 13. 96



78. Fol. ka.

79. Fol. 5b.

So Fol. 6a.

Bl. Fols. 5b-6a.

82. Fol. 6a.
/

83. Cf. M. Berthelot, Introduction a 1'Etude de la chlmie

des Andens et du Moyen Ige (Paris, 1938) p. 285; idem.

Coll. d. anc. Alchini. Grecs (Paris, I888) vol. 3, p. 308.

8^-. Fol. 5a.

85. It must be realized that impurities affect the color

remaining on the touchstone after the nitric acid is

used. As a test, that by fire may be somewhat more

reliable although limited in use [j, L. Kleeman, Unterricht

fttr Gold und Silberarbeiter. . . (Ulm, 1819) pp. M3-^l].

Specific gravity methods also have their shortcomings;

cf. Chas. Sommers, A Treatise on the Method of Weighing

Gold and Silver (London, 1756) where there is an excellent

description of the method.

86. The minters' tax seems to have been a standard procedure

and was exacted for the making of each coin.

87. A.S. Ehrenkreutz discusses the standard of fineness of

some types of dinars in J. Econ. Soc. Hist. Orient (1959)

128-161; also AMad ibn 'All al-Qalqashandi's g-qb^ al-a<^sha

(Cairo, 1922) on the Egyptian dinar in chap. 3; 'Abd

al-Ratoan Fihami al-Amin in Subh al- 5d.kka (Cairo, 1957)?
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Arlstas al-Karmali, Kitab al-nuqud al-*= arabiya^'wa-'^llm

al-nninTm'yat (Le Caire, 1939) j E. von Bergmann, "Die Nominale

der Mimzreform der Chalifen Abdulmalilc, " Sitz. des. Phil.-

hist. Klasse der Kaiserl. Akad. d. Wlss. Wien, (I87O).

Qualitative checks were, of course, relatively simple.

When gold is alloyed with arsenic, the color is good

but it is brittle and when bent, breaks. Antimony in

gold makes it very brittle and with zinc, the ductility

is lost. Lead impurity robs gold of its lustre and

ductility, and imparts to it a pale brown color. With

copper, it is perfectly ductile and has a deep yellow

color inclining to red. Silver in gold is the best and

helps to retain an excellent ductility.

88. The text has 2h by error.

89. Before and after the reign of al-Kimil, there was much

fraud in the mint and so the quantitative checks were

of great importance. "One of a nimiber of practices on

the part of the mint officials is that the brokers collect

gold of different kinds which vary in value; for example,

Tyrian [Tyre or Sur was a famous minting town] gold,

which assays 60 per cent [iV.^ carat] fine, and Dhugi

[perhaps referring to Venetian ducats] which runs slightly

more than that, and besides these two kinds, Egyptian

gold, and other sorts which assay 80 per cent [19*2 carat]
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fine, and smelt them together to the value of 6000 or

7000 dinars, or some such simi. Thus there is a shortage

of approximately 100 dinars for every 1000 in the hatch,

and if this is 6000 dinars, their profit is 600 dinars

in three or foiar days' time (Uthman ihn Ibrahim al-Nabulusi' s

Lijma" al-qawanin al-mudi^a fx dawamn al-divar al-misriya,

chap. V, transl. by C. A. Owen in J. Near Eastern Studies.

"Scandal in the Egyptian Treasury," 76 (1955)-" In

the al-Ba'^ra text, the implication is that Egyptian gold

is better than 23 carat.

90. Of. chap. IX of ibn Ba'^ra.

91. Fol. 7a'

92. Fols. 7a-7b.

93. Op. cit.. p. 92.

9^. Ibid., p. 9^.

95' This is called kau.ial crucible in 'All ibn Yusuf's

Dawabit dar al-sakkat (Madrid, I960) p. I32.

96. D, M. Liddell, op. cit., vol II, p. 92^ discusses modern

cupellation for separation of precious metals from lead.

The rich lead is melted in a reverberatory furnace and

exposed to a blast of air. There, the lead and base

metals are oxidized and slagged off in the form of

litharge of varying degrees of purity while the silver,

having little affinity for oxygen, remains in the metallic
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state. The oxidation is accomplished hy the air blast

and by "molten litharge which absorbs an excess of

oxygen and gives it off to the -underlying impurities."

97. Fol. 6b.

98. Fols. 6b-7a.

99. Fol. 8b, Ibn Ba'^ra's method. Ercker writes that when

silver is cupelled and it contains much copper, as when

it comes from liquation sheds, then it can be fire-refined

to become malleable but the silver content will remain

too low. As much lead as possible will have to be added

(Ercker, o-p. cit., p. 73)' Nuqra silver is one-third

silver and two-thirds copper, according to Shihabaddin

abu al-*^Abbas al-Qalqashandi al-Misri (d. lU-l8) in his

Subh al-'^asha fx sina'^at al-insha°. an encyclopedia of

geographical, historical, and other information. The

title in English in "Dawn of the weak-sighted on the

art of composition," Cairo, 1913-19, HI, n-^3' The ratio

is only approximately accurate.

100. Possibly some kind of niello.

101. Liddell, op. cit., vol. II, p. 999, relates that, in

modem processes, pure silver when melted absorbs oxygen

from the air (up to 22 times its o-wn volume). The molten

metal must be covered from the air by using borax, salt

or charcoal. When cooled, this oxygen is given off
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suddenly so that the surface of the metal spits or

sprouts. Foreign metals in small amomts prevent this.

When gold or silver with a small amount of lead is

heated and kept just "below the solidifying point, a

eutectic rich in lead liquates out. On the surface,

this produces P"bO bijmps mixed with some silver and gold.

In certain cases, the whole alloy may appear in the

form of a mass like cauliflower.

102. Fol. 7h.

103. That is, its oxide.

10^. Fol. 6a. In this operation, some metals whose oxides

have been formed are reduced by the acidic salt.

105. Fol. 7a-. For polishing of gold and silver, cf. al-Kilani,

Nuzhat al-nazirin wa-maslak al-salikin, MS Gotha 85?

fols. 98a-98b.

106. Fol. Bb.

107. The die, in Muslim times, was a bronze or iron seal

with special legends upon it in reverse. Its purpose

was to indicate the quality of the coin in any particular

region since it usually bore the name of the ruler.

Actually, the word sikka first referred to the die but

was extended to indicate the markings on the coin, control,

and supervision of the procedure, and other matters dealing

with coinage especially the office (Muaaddimah, vol. 2,

p. 5^; ibid., vol I, p. . Cf. also P. Balog,
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/ /

"Etudes numismatiques de I'Egypte musulmane," Bull. de

I'Inst. Egypte 95-105 (19^9); iMd., I-I4O (1951);

IMd., 35, MDl-l+29 (1953); idem. Cong. Intern, de

Nutnlsmatique Paris 5-11 Juillet 1953 Actes, vol. 2 (Paris,

1957); A. Grohmann, Festschrift Hermann Jimker (Wien,

1957) PP- 51-5^-

There are many questions relating to how the finished

dies were held in position during striking of the coins

and what artifice fixed one die vis-a-vis the other.

There is silso the question of how the dies were manufactured

and how the coin legends and types were placed on the

coining surface of the die. The early Arabs inherited

their minting techniques; their important teachers were

the Byzantines and Sassanians. In practice, first there

was the negative lead inscription, then positive clay,

and finally negative bronze and sometimes iron. Cf.

Paul Balog, "Notes on Ancient and Medieval Minting Technique,'

Numismatic Chronicle 1?. 195-202 (1955)-

108. T.K. Rose, Encyclopedia Britannica. XI ed., s.v. mint.

109. Many frauds were perpetrated by mint officialdom which

was very corrupt. In a work by al-Nabulusi (op. cit.,

pp. 75 ff-)j which was presented to the successor of

al-Kamil, Sultan al-Malik al-Salih, the degree of thievery

is described;
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"Still another case of most strange negligence is

the matter of the mint, which, when well organized,

used to produce a revenue of some 3000 dinars a month;

in the two years 636 and 637? its net profit was more

than 60,000 dinars per month."

Cf. E. Ashtor, "Essai sur les prix et les salaires

dans 1'empire califien, " Rivista degli Studi Orientsili

19-69 (1961).

110. Fol. 9a'

111. Sometimes, the word futaaa occurs hut this is probably

part of a furnace (fol. 76) and, at time, buta, for

the same.

112. Fol. 7a.

113. Cf. Fol. 8a.

llh. Fol. Ba.

115. Vol. XT, pp. (1765).

116. J. Ruska, ed. and transl. Das Steinbuch des Aristoteles

(Heidelberg, 1912) pp. 177-178.

117. V. gold in Kautilya; P. Ray, History of Chemistry in

Ancient and Medieval India (Calcutta, 1956) pp. 50 ff.

118. M. Levey, The Medical Formulary or Agrabadhin of al-Kindl

(Madison, 1966) pp. 112-11^ 16^, 168.

119. Fol 36.

120. Op. cit., pp. 98-99; for later use of gold, cf. H.C. Bolton,

Historical Notes on the Gold-Cure (New York, I892); J. R.
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Glauber (d. I67O ?), De aurl tlnctura slve auro potablle

vero (Amsterdam, 1658).

121. MS Aya Sofya 3585? MS Velieddin 2^1; _v. J. Lippert,

'=Ali Ibn "^Isa's Erinnerungsbuch ftlr Augentozte (Leipzig,

190^) chap. 27.

122. Used by ibn Sina in his Canon (I, ^22) for leucoma,

tearing,, and to strengthen the value of the marcasite

in pharmaceutical preparations.

123. 'Alx ibn Yusuf, on. cit., pp. 100-102.

12^+. M. Levey, The Medical Formulary.... pp. ^+0., 50? 68, I38.

125. There is a small lacuna here. Perhaps, a word may be

missing.

126. Koran XIII, I8.

127. The metallurgical operations probably came from the

advanced Persian technology.

128. I.e. the values.

129. Vide note 1^+8.

130. This is not taken up in the text whose eighth chapter

is concerned with the amalgamation process. Before going

further into the technical aspects of the text, it,may

be of value at this point to give some physical constants

such as the melting point of copper at 1083°C, silver at

960.8°Cj lead 327-and gold at 1063°C. Melting

points for others are cuprous oxide at 1235°C and litharge
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(lead monoxide) at 888°C. Red lead (minium) decomposes

at 500°C; silver oxide decomposes at 300°Cj sesquioxide

of lead decomposes at 370°C; lead dioxide decomposes at

290°C.

131. Vide note I86.

132. Vide note I89.

133' Vide note 193*

13V. I.e. cutting and filing the round coin out of a flat

square piece of metal.

135- The reader may quickly discern that not all in the table

of contents is to be fomd discussed in the text.

136. This was in 1101 A.D. under Smir. This standard was

used until the death of al-Kamil in I238.

137- Of the Hegira era.

138. Muslim month.

139' 'All ibn Yusuf, in his Al-dawha al-mushtabika fx dawabit
*

dar al-sikka ed. Husain Mu^nis (Madrid, I960) pp.

91-92, states that "gold ores are according to how the

gold is alloyed with the minerals. They may be red,

yellow, and a little of a third color. It may be black

in appearance and red inside. The same is true with

regard to its weight.... If it is doubtful, then it is

broken up, pulverized, and put in a vessel (kau.ial) of

gypsum and bone [which is usually employed for cupels

in silver and gold refining]. Then a fire is kindled
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for it, using a bellows and charcoal for a half day.

When it is somewhat molten, then it is good. In the

vessel, glass borax was put with the melt, lead, and

dried soap. If there is any doubt, then scoria and

sand are used. Of the body being tested, ten parts are

taken, and one each of borax, lead, and dried soap..."

1^. Cf. Hudud al-'5lam. N.S. XI of Gibb Memorial Series

(London, 1937) p. 205-

lU-1. The text mentioned in note 139 is of ca. 13^6, Fez. It

contains much information about North Africa minting in

general but any discussions relating to chemical technology

are very brief. This is true since, in checking the

standard, stress is placed almost entirely on measuring

the specific gravity with respect to air and to water,

and so calculating the density of the coin.

In regard to the origin of the noble metals, *=Ali

ibn Yusuf relates, "The metals, i.e. gold and silver, are

found in places of different climates on the earth. Gold

is on the island of Ceylon, in India, in Iraq, on the

French seacoast of the Franks, and in the Spanish peninsula.

In the case of the latter, there is little but it is good.

There is also gold in the land neighboring the Sudan."

Of. al-Qalqashandi, op. cit., pp. 285-2895 Abu al-Hasan

'^Ali al-Maghribi (b.'121^), Kitab bas^ al-ard fi tulhi

wa' 1-*^ ard (TetuAn, 1958) vol. 1, ed. by Juan Vernet Gines,
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pp. ^-51.

"Silver is in places of the Maghrib like the mountains

of Jandar and its land of Susu.... Much of the imports

is from Sardinia." [Cf. chap. 3 of 'All ibn Yusuf].

Much of the work of al-Maghribi who was born in Granada

was taken from Ptolemy and later used by Abulfida (1273-

1331).

The "botanical gold" is not botanical at all but

refers to some types of pyritic minerals which have an

appearance similar to that of gold. It is referred to

by Ercker as being carried by rivers and streams (A.G.

Sisco and C.S. Smith, Lazarus Ercker's Treatise on Ores

and Assaying, transl. into English (Chicago, 1951) P* 7^-

1^2. "Silver ores possess five colors, white, black, a natural

green with red, and a natural [green] with yellow. There

is a kind of scoria with black veins found in sulfur ores.

If it is broken up, its inside is variegated in color.

A mark adorns it to the utmost. If it is some other color,

then its standard of fineness is according to its whiteness."

('All ibn Yusuf, op. cit., pp. 91-92)

The reference to maturation refers to the ancient

idea that metals in the earth matured until they reached

the high point of silver. The latter matured still further

to the uppermost level of gold. For a full discussion

of this theory, cf. M. Levey, "Chemical Notions of an
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Early Ninth-Century Christian Encyclopedist, " Chytnia 2^,

29-36 (1966).

lH^3. In the Hermetic literature which existed before the

Arabs came upon the scientific scene, gold was known as

the noblest of the metals since it lasted longest and

because it w;as not affected by the usual chemicals in

use at that time (with minor exceptions). For this

reason, gold was treasured as a valuable; it was also

gathered because of its color which resembles the sun

(J. Ruska, ed., Tabula Smaragdina (Heidelberg, 1926)

p. 81+. Cf. also p. 15 where the transmutation of silver

to gold is discussed.

ll+lf. Probably for its value in medicine; vide fols. 3ti-l+a.

II+5. The exact process here is uncertain. In general out

line, it is probably the parting method by fusion later

used by Ercker. When auriferous silver which is low

in gold content is melted, and then granulated, and an

assay for gold and silver is carried out, then the

graniiles are placed in a glazed pot, sulfur added, and

the moist mixture is made airtight, and then heated to

make the sulfur melt. It is opened, then the crucible

is placed in a furnace. The crucible contents is closed,

then melted. It is . uncovered and then the first silver

is carried with granulated lead. Gold with some silver

settles to the bottom as a precipitation. This is
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carried out three times with a fluoc. Cf. Ercker, op. cit.,

p. 172 ff.

1^6. In <^Ali ihn Yusuf's work, the gold is extracted from

its mineral according to how it is found. Much of this

part of the work (p. 90) seems to have been copied from

al-Biruni (b. 973) 5 from his text, Al-.jamahir fl ma'rifat

al-.jawahir (Hyderabad, 1355 H.) p. 236. One procedure

used in the work is amalgamation to produce a "golden

mercury." Further, in some places, there is a "flowing

of water from which gold is extracted." This is probably

nugget gold. "And like that is the gold extracted from

the water of the Jaihun [Bactrus] River because of the

proximity of its origin to the upper slope." The gold

is heavy and must be washed from sand and earth. The

text then goes on to discuss some of the mountainous

regions where gold is found (ibn Yusuf, op. cit., pp. 90,

91).

lH-7. Methods of producing a desired temperature or "intensity

of the fire" were very crude and difficult to use in any

procedure demanding a quantitative operation.

1^+8. Auriferous silver, the silver which may "mature" to become

gold and^ therefore, has some gold in it; a by-product of

gold refining.

l>+9. Otherwise, temperature would vary.
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150. The chemical description, in this chapter, of the refining

of gold and the parting of gold and silver is very general

and often ambiguous. The text does imply, however, that

the heat and temperature affect the refining of gold.

The purity of the refined gold is checked by adding a

weighed amomt of impurity and then subjecting the total

to intense heat in a fusion process. If the end weight

comes out equal to the original, then the gold is considered

to be pure.

151. Cf. M. Levey, Medieval Arabic Bookmaking and Its Relation

to Early Chemistry and Phamnacology (Phila., 1962) pp. 36-

37' Iqlimlya of gold is uncertain in its chemical

reactivity since this depends on the impurities of the

gold ore. The word is of Greek origin; the Latin is

calamina (J. Ruska, Al-Razi's Buch Geheimnis der Geheimnisse,

Quellen und Studien z. Gesch. D. Naturwiss. u. d. Medizin 6

(Berlin, 1937) P» 50« Maimonides, in his Sharh asma"

al-'^uqqar. ed. by M. Meyerhof (Cairo, I9V0), declared

that iqlimlya is scoria of metal in fusion. A further

description of this matter is given in J. Ruska's Steinbuch.

p. 138, ""When gold is added to another metal, then placed

in the fire, its substance is purified and it drives

another metal high, mixed with black, in part made up

of the dye of glass. It is metal, gold iqlimlya."

Galen claimed that this metal was formed in copper
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furnaces. L. Leclerc, transl., Traits des Simples par

Ibn El-Belthar. in Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits

de la Blblio. Nat. ^ (Paris 1877, I8BI, I883)

no. 1826. Dioscorides (Max Wellmann, ed., Pedanii

Dioscuridis Anazarbei De Materia Medica, (reprint-Berlin,

1958), vol. V, p. 7kj writes that cadmia comes from the

impurities adhering to the top and sides of the furnace

when brass is heated to a red heat. This is, of course,

also true for the heating of silver to give silver iqlimiva.

White iqlimiva is used to make an eraser for ink on

parchment. Cf. ibn Badis in M. Levey, Med. Arabic

Bookmaking, (Philadelphia, 1962) pp. 36-37'

152. No distinction is made in the vocabulary of the text

between melting and smelting. The same word sabaka is

used.

1^3' This may be carbon with some gold powder in it.

15^. The text by "^All ibn Yusuf, op. cit., p. 96, declares

that the silver which was parted from gold is purified

by throwing it on a mercury body until it approximates

the consistency of dough. This latter is then distilled;

the silver remains as a residue.

Further, abu al-Hasan ibn Raja' is quoted from his

work, Al-sina^ at al-amaliwa, as having said, "As to the

native ore obtained from the Sudanese earth and elsewhere,

mercury is added to it and the coarse part melted from it.
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This is called maftm. It is then pulverized with a

hammer, cut, and mixed with that remaining from the

native ore which did not melt. Then the soot is decreased

and equal quantities of new red hrick powder and salt

are mixed with the native ore. It is put into a vessel

and introduced into the 'furnace of the soot.' A light

fire is kept up for a day and night or less; then it is

removed.... Inquiry is then made as to the standard of

fineness. If it has reached a proper state, it is taken

down and melted and delivered to the workers in a certain

quantity (*=Ali ibn Yusuf, op. cit., p. 98)."

155- The perfonnance of the same operation many times in

succession may he noted in the work of the alchemists.

However, that this arose from necessity due to primitive

apparatus and procedures is shovm in old Akkadian texts

on the preparation of perfumery products of about 1200 B.C.

These describe clearly the repetition of operations

carried out to obtain purer products (M. Levey, "A Group

of Akkadian Texts on Perfimiery, " Chymia ^ 11-19 (I960).

156. When no silver is present, then the next operation is

simple. The impure gold is cupelled with lead. Then

some corrosive sublimate and a little borax are thrown

in and the mixture is heated to completion.

157- This is a comparison of the standards of fineness of

gold coins from the other mints so that one may know

their values with respect to that of the Egyptian mint.
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157a* See chapter I3 and note 193*

158. In an Intense fire, some silver and gold are lost. The

loss is found in the form of a residue on the walls of

the furnace. If lead was present, then litharge is

present; if copper, then its oxide is in the mixture.

Ibn Ba^ra assumes that very little gold is present.

Nowhere throughout the text does he recognize the loss

of nohle metals in work which involves intense heating.

159* Care must be taken by the reader to differentiate in

the context between the dirham as a coin and the dirham

as only a unit of weight.-

160. Tears, in the Muslim world, are still generally considered

as the purest substance; it is often used metaphorically.

In this case, however, it is not meant as a metaphor.

161. Ibn Ba'^ra, contrary to the preoccupation of many Arab

authors on minting with specific gravity, considers his

rigid chemical procedures as a sufficient check on

ad'olteration of coins. In his time, the technique of

the balance was well known and improved minting vastly.

^Ali ibn Yusuf, op. cit., p. 103) writes on this subject

that it is an arithmetic advantage to know the adulterated

coin without filing it or scraping it with a kind of

rubbing. "The plan for this is according to what Shahab

al-Qarafi (d. 1258) related in his Dhakhira Tfx al-furu*^,

in the Par al-kutub al-MisrIya MS Law 3^ 35] that one

obtain a balance whose distances are equal."
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"Then pure gold and pure silver are taken and

their two ranks are equalized in the pure water. A

little extra gold is put on the gold scale [to give an

error on the good side]. Then the suspensory [ftilcr\xin]

of its scale is moved until it balances the silver on the

level as it did in air. Then the distances of the scale

suspensories are noted and the ratio is calculated after

the gold and silver are weighed in air."

"Another method, somewhat simpler, is to make the

gold and silver bodies exactly alike in volume. Then

they are balanced under water, and so the pure silver

is four and the gold is five. Then an unknown is measured

and calculated in the same way, according to these standards

(Ibid., p. 10^+)." Cf., for example, the work of A.S.

Ehrenkreutz, Joum. Econ. Soc. Hist. Orient, 2, 128-161

(1959)) and other of his publications.

When the proper volume was diffic\alt to prepare,

bodies of wax were made for comparison purposes equal to

the volumes of the silver or gold (ibn Yusuf, op. cit.,

p. 105).

162. I.e. the firm value after set conditions of refining.

163. With what is today known as nitric acid.

16^. I.e. one fourth is gold, or 6 carat.

165. I.e. 10 7/8 mithaals of gold.

166. Cf. M. Levey, Chem. and Chem. Tech. on grates and

temperatures, in the chapter on furnaces.
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167. A capacity measure, about 16.7 liters.

168. This is a combined method of cupellation and cementation.

The same procedure was followed as late as the eighteenth

century.

169. The gold in the two beakers is obviously of different

standards.

170. Ibn Yusuf, op. cit., p. 127> states that the fire in the

mint is of wood and charcoal, and that it is an important

agent in separating pure from counterfeit gold.

171. This is the habaq later mentioned in the text.

172. This method of sampling is also described in Lazarus Ercker,

op. cit.. p. 63.

173. The language in the text is very confusing here and so

a few sentences have been paraphrased, using almost the

same phrases of the text itself.

17^. It should be of a certain standard measured by definite

operations.

175. The operation with copper is a difficult one. In cupellation,

when necessary, if copper is present then it carries

gold into the pores of the cupel. Another difficulty is

iron oxide which is not readily fusible with lead oxide

and so gold may be lost. At high temperatures, gold is

oxidized and so is carried into the cupel, thus presenting

another problem for the chemist. Some of these difficvilties

were probably known and so cupellation of gold is not

mentioned in the text.
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176. A kail is six mudds, roughly approximately 16.7 liters.

177. "Liberation."

178. The beaker Is a cup or measure In this context.

179. Cf. W. Gowland, The Metallurgy of Non-Ferrous Metals

(London, 1921) pp. 380-381.

180. I.e. In cupellatlon.

181. Perhaps the sulflde of silver.

182. Ibn Yusuf, on. clt.. p. 133, discusses the testing of

silver. He uses the same as Ibn Basra's test.

183. Literally, "passingwind." The habaq Is obtained In the

procedure of cupellatlon outlined In the next paragraph.

In addition to the lead oxide, some sliver and other

metallic oxides flow Into the cupel.

18^-. Ibn Ba^ra varies the composition of the cupel to accomodate

different purposes In cupellatlon. Bone ash Is not to be

found In the cupels of Ibn Ba'^ra. The German assayers

of the sixteenth century used a mixture of two parts of

wood ash and one part of bone ash. The bone ash was

made by calcining clean knuckle bones. For the mixture

mentioned. In order to make the cupel coherent. It was

necessary to use well boiled beer, white of egg, or a

solution of glue. Pure bone ash, however, coheres If

water alone Is used to moisten It [T. K. Rose, The Metallurg

of Gold (London, 1915) P- 503]-

185. In regard to sliver which contains much copper or some

other ad'XLterant, or jewelry, "put It In a kaujal cupel
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made of one-third bone and two-thirds gypsum. Then put

the kau.ial in a large hollow dish and heat. You put

this silver in it and kindle a charcoal fire over it

and put lead in the middle of it in a measure to purify

it. Mhen the ingot is taken from the kau.i al, it has a

clear surface, whole not coarse. The impure is rough...."

From ibn Yusuf, op. cit., pp. 132-133'

186. When gold and silver plus impurities are cupelled with

lead, then the latter is reduced in amount by oxidation

and volatilization. Some of the lead oxide absorbs other

oxides into the cupel. "There are red patches on the

surface, then it is brighter, and then the red spots move

more quickly with more and more speed until they disappear.

Moving iridescent bands take their place for a moment and

then disappear. Then the lead becomes much duller and

the cupellation in it is at an end. When cooled, the

beads often 'flash' - i.e. brighten suddenly at the moment

of solidification. This is due to the fact that the

latent heat of fusion being released raises the temperature

of the bead enormously, the metal having been in a state

of surfusion many degrees below its melting point (Rose,

OP. cit., pp. 50^505)'"

Since molten silver absorbs oxygen and gives it off

when solidifying, the chemist must be careful if the

bead weighs more than .01 g. Little fountains of metal
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may be thrown up and so lost. This spitting or vegetation

may take place in argentiferous gold beads if the gold

does not exceed one-third of the silver. To Arab minters,

this was a problem.

187. Ibn Yusuf (op. cit., p. 107) states that in the days of

the Persians, "there were three kinds of dirhams; one

weighed a mithaal or twenty carats, another twelve carats,

and one was ten carats."

"When Islam came, the average of these three was

taken. The total came to forty-two carats and the average

was fourteen carats of weight. The mithaal is [now] 2h

carats. Each carat is 3 grains and so 2h times 3 is 72

grains in a mithq^." Cf. M.b.M. Makhluf's Tabaqat

al-Miliklya (Cairo, 13^9 H.), G. Brockelmann, Gesch. arab.

Lit. (Leiden, 19^9) G., II, p.- 263; ita Farhun al-Maliki's

(d. 1397) Dlba.i al-mudhahhab fi ma'^rifat a'=yan '=ulama=>

al-madhhab (Cairo, 1351) PP* 233-23^ (vide Brockelmann,

op. cit., G, II, p. 176; and S, II, p. 226.)

Aside from this categorization, dirhams were sometimes

considered as either Persian or Roman. "One of these

two was called the baghaliya which is black and equals

eight daniqs." Cf. al-Maqrizi (d. 1^V2), Risala al-nuqud

al-qadlma wa'l-islamiya, published in Majmu*^a (Istanbul,

1298 H.) pp. 22-23- also his Ighathat al-umma bikashf

al-ghumma in MS Rurosmaniye ^937? Istanbul. For a more

thorough discussion of dirham weights used, _cf. Abu "=Abid
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al-Qasim ibn Salam, Kitab al-amw^ (Cairo, 1353 H.) p. ^2k

and also Ibn Yusuf, op. cit., p. 1^+1; A. Bel, "Contribution

a l'4tude des dirhems de I'^poque almobade, d'apres txti

groupe important de ces monnaies, r^cemment d^couvert

^ Tlemcen, " Hesp6ris 1-68 (1933) • Tiie nuqra dirham,

as described, seems purer than that of al-Qalqashandi.

Cf. note 99*

188. The juice of limes may be used for its acidic contents.

189. This habaq contains not only lead and silver but also

compomds of arsenic, for example, which make the metal

brittle. This chapter is a result of the recognition by

Islamic chemists that in cupellation there is a loss of

some of the silver from the quantity originally refined.

Habaq is a byproduct of silver refining as sirsim is from

gold.

190. Probably 100 ratls.

191. The lime is used to react with acidic compounds to get

rid of the arsenic and other non-metallic compounds which

are very troublesome when in alloys.

192. The charcoal will form a protective layer over the top

to prevent oxidation of the metals especially lead which

forms the oxide at a comparatively low temperature. Vide

note 130.

193- In the ibn Ba'ra text, two kinds of dirhams are said

to have been manufactured in the Egyptian mint, the

waraq and nuqra. In the Maghrib, the Ya'qublya dirham
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was coined as an extra kind of dirham (ibn Yusuf, op. cit.,

p. 1^). Ibn Yusuf quoted abu al-Hasan ibn al-Qattan

(d. 1230) on the measure of the dinar and dirham; of.

*=Abdalhaqq al-Ishbili ibn al-Kharrat (d. 1185) who wrote

a commentary as a kind of criticism of al-Qattan's Al-wahm

wa'l-iham al-waqi'=ain fi kitab al-a^am (Brockelmann,

op. cit•jG5ljp.371)*

A complete procedure to improve the dirham is given

by ibn Yusuf, op. cit., pp. 13^ ff., using many well known

processes. The context indicates that the waraq was

silver purposely alloyed with copper, probably intended

only for trade and not for ornamental purposes or for

storage as treasure.

19^. Hubub al-nar is unidentified in the text but it must be

a metal which remains the same in weight after firing,

literally "particles of the fire," revealing its origin.

It is probably a kind of slag.

195- I*©' 30 dirhams to the mithqal.

196. There are many varieties of the spelling for the Arabic

of "bellows" but they all fit the context in this manuscript.

197' The continuity of the text at this point seems to be

broken. The explanation is also confusing.

I9B. A measure of volume, approximately five bushels today.

199* !•©• the amalgam.

200. According to a work written in 1377 A.D., ibn Khaldijn's
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Muqaddlmah translated by F. Rosenthai I, New York, 1958,

p. ^6^5 the mint guarded the standards of gold and

silver coins and everything else relating to coinage.

It was the duty of the mint to stamp the flans with the

ruler's insignia or design to indicate the verity of

the coin and its mint. Further, the mintmaster who had

this responsibility was directly responsible to the

Caliph.

201. In the eleventh chapter of ibn Yusuf (op. cit., pp. 13^

136), he lists some of the responsibilities of the mint-

master who "must have knowledge of the melting of gold

and silver so that he may change them...in heating and

repeated firing until the upper bound of nobility is

reached. Then it is. made noble, piece by piece, according

to the desired value of the dinar. Then the balance is

employed, if necessary, to check the work for accuracy.

Sometimes, it is called qatrala (cuadrilla in Spanish).

In the case of the dinar, one should know that their

value is regulated. They are then stamped with a hammer,

one by one; they are never stamped with the seal unless

they are true."

"If it is stamped and it is desired to improve it,

then it is put in a karat [a special long box used by

minters for coins, each one having a particular place-

Georg Hoffmann, Bar Ali. Svrisch arabische Glossen (Kiel,

187^)], ^ or 50 separately. Notes are kept on each
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coin....The edges are filed evenly to keep them round,

and they are made acceptable as currency in their value.

They may have to he heated in their karat and each of

them removed after a different time. Then the master

minter (naz'zar) checks them with his balance in order

to continue work on improvement of the dinars...."

"The master sees to it that the coins are made

similar in purity and weight to the standard. He numbers

them, one by one, makes notes, and then makes corrections

if necessary using heat, subtraction, and addition.

Then he wipes them clean."

202. The work of the mint, in its final results, is the

responsibility of the manager. "Silver coins may be made

badly in two ways, by an excess of iron, and by extra

gold in them....Because of this, the coin should be checked

by the balance [ibn Ifusuf, on. cit., pp. II8-II9]."

203. The standard of fineness of the gold for coinage is

constantly checked by the mint. When it is stored, its

standard of fineness is noted on a record. Ibn Yusuf

writes, "...you take the five kinds of gold, chosen of

the best of coins, like Ya'^gubi. Hasuni. Hafsl, and the

Mardanishi. " Cf. ibid., n. 121.

Felipe Mateu y Llopis, Glosario Hispdnico de Numismdtica

(Barcelona, 19^5) discusses the meanings of these. "The

second is probably the solidos hazumles. the sabati is

Ceuti and is related to Sabata, and was minted in the
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Islamic Maghrib; the mardanishi is attributed to

Mardanish (^. llU-7). "

"^Ali ibn Yusuf, op, cit., pp. 131-132, writes that

"gold should be in the rank of the leader. When one

takes an ingot of it, then it should be noted down. It

is worked to the thickness of the dinar. It is heated

to the limit and then taken from the fire and left

on earthenware or a stone until it is cooled by itself

without the use of water. Then it is wiped with the

hand and its brightness is recognized."

20^. Ibn Yusuf, op. cit., pp. 128 ff., considers the matter

of recovery of gold from the furnace walls as part of

the labors of the mint.

"The gold is in two kinds, gold particles and others

which are gilded. The gold particles are pulverized in

a mortar, then sieved. The sieve holds the "acceptable"

rashur1. Then what comes out from it is rubbed with

mercury. Only the gold amalgam is retained to obtain

the gold. This is mixed with the ashur, weighed, and

fired with borax." Cf., in this connection, M. Vicaire and

R. Letourneau in Hesp4ris 2h, 7k (1937)' "Then it is

emptied into the marat, a vessel in which gold cools.

Then the gold is weighed."

The next step is to make gold into leaf and put it

into a soot crucible (shahira) with a powder of new red
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brick and salt stone. It is spread in earthenware and

heated unsealed. A cover is put on it of that powder.

It is then sealed. Essentially, the minter carries out

a combined cementation-cupellation procedure to obtain

the pure gold.

The loss and inefficiency in minting in Islamic

times was comparable with that in ancient Mesopotamian

metallurgy. In a text of the second millennium, B.C.,

the refining is begun with ten shekels of red gold. In

the operation, 29 grains disappear to finally yield 21^^
grains of gold. This loss was due to a thorough smelting

process meant to convert red gold to one with less copper.

Other cuneiform texts show similar losses (M. Levey,

Ohem. and Ghem. Tech.. p. 193)-

205. In the ibn Ba^ra text, the balance is barely mentioned.

Its procedure, taking into account the specific gravity

of a coin, is not described as it is in the ibn Yusuf

text (op. cit.. p. 123) where he states, "The balance is

the judge between the giver and the taker [buyer and seller],

and its wisdom is fit in that its gold or silver thread

is righteous and not confused." W. abu "^Abdallah M. b.

abu M. al-Saqati's Adab al-hisba (Paris, 1931) P- 1^-

The structure of the balance in this last work is well

described on pp. 12^125.

206. In Islamic times, some mints did cheat the public in

the standard of fineness in gold and silver coinage. Ibn
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Ba'^ra does not mention the profit of the Egyptian mint

anywhere in the text. He does give, however, the "tax"

on the dinar. Ibn Yusuf (op. cit., pp. 137-139) is more

specific, "The profit of the ancient mint came about

from the sale of gold, gold and silver jewelry, and

other things belonging to the fortune of the sultan, as

well as from the excess derived from the manufacture

of dirhams and dinars. This was the profit which was

protected by the labors of the mintmaster." E. levi-

Provencal, "Les Musnad d'Ibn Marzi3k, " Hesp^ris 5j 1-82

(1925)5 gives an account relating to the changes in

the ratios of gold to silver, from a manuscript in the

Escurial, no. 1066 Ar.

207. The black probably refers to silver sulfide or other

impurities, and the red may be copper and cuprous oxide

impurities. Vide L.A. Mayer, Bibliography of Moslem

Numismatics (London, 195^).
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Furnace

Extraction

Parting, purification

Scoria

Instrument

Glass flask

Bezoar

Chimney

To attain

Crucible

Deep cupel

Ore

Alloy

Flan

Gypsum

Lime

Slaked lime

To polish

Lead-silver mixture

Grain (unit of weight)

Stone

Stone smelting vessel <iL-H

Oblong stone

To gather

To bear J»»

Acidic

To impress (with a seal)

Arabic and English Glossary

•jO i

ijT

l*-"-

(J«*

liJae

•)U.

Alloy

To alloy

To refine

Mint

Dirhan (s)

Cauldron

Cask

Civet oil

Dinar

Amirl dinar

To melt

Stores (hoarded)

Ell (unit of length)

Copper-gold

Amirl gold

Lead

Ratl

Goatskin

Leaf, gold or silver

Ashes

Sand

Bellows

Mercury

To melt, to smelt

To pulverize

To dilute

Die
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Anvil To cut

Span (s)
•

Qantar fa nnit nf wai ^htl

Potsherds Intensity (of fire) V

To vaporize JLh^ Carat (s) (

Mortar Paper

Brick Collyrium j>5

Clay- To calcine

To correct Jop Furnace (s)

Veins (of ore) Kail (a unit of weight) jys

Apothecaries Solder

Agate To tint

Standard (of fineness) (o\^U) Iron scoop Ju U>> 4^U

Egyptian Standard Mithqal

Cribble, sieve JL^ Touchstone

To sieve Mixed, alloyed

Acacia charcoal ^.'k9 Mixture

Red Earthenware Mineral
(j wLua

Aswan pottery-
•

Concave

Oven Salt &

To contaminate Indian salt
jujb qJL

A-uriferous silver Botanical
oliM

Immature silver Copper
^1>J

Handstone Red copper

Cupola 4^ Sieved material
JUj

Vessel beaker (s) To ripen

Button o»j* Nuara

Edge To mark (with a design)
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Coinage Black soot -V-' ^3

Ingot Vy* A unit of weight walh ^

To consume Pestle 033^^
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Abbaslds iV

Agrlcola 22,2h

Agricultural treatises 8^+

Albertus Magnus 88

INDEX

Atun al-shakhirat

Alchemy
gold

Alexandria 2

^Ali ibn ^Isa al-Kahhal

'All ibn Yusuf li+,l5j 23,32,
If5,lf6,89,99,10^
105,106,107,109,

111, 112,113,11^ 115,117,
118,119,120,121,122,123

Alloy 7 ; silver 3^
copper-tin-lead 83

Amalgam 21 ; gold 7

Amalgamation 7,31,33;
silver 76

82

Al-Smir

Imiri
dinar

Apparaths, minting

Arsenic

Ashtor

' Ashiir

5,6',

25

65,66,79;
25, 52, 53

ifl

5

103

123

Assay, Babylonian 20;
gold 66 ; silver 13

Assaying

Aswan

6

20

129

Ibn al-'AvPflram

Ayyubids 10

Aziman 85

Azo 86

Al-Azzawi 91

Babylonian assay 20,21

Mbylonian currency 12

Babylonian perfumery 112

Ibn Badis 3,8^111

Baghaliya II8

Al-Baj all 89

Al-Baladhuri 89

Balance 6,113

Ballows, use of 31,^1

Balog 101,102

Banquero 85

Ibn Ba'ra 6,15,16,22,26,
27,113,116,124

Ibn Bassal 85

Basset 81f

Bel 119

Beneviste 96

von Bergmann 98

BergstrSsser 92

95

If, 84



Berthelot

Bezoar, gold

Al-Birmi

Bleaching

Boltan

Bone ash in cupels

Bookmaking

Botanical chemicals

Brandisium

Broekelmann

Buta

Butaqa

Byzantium

Canard

82,86,88,97

57

87,93,109

5

103

116

3

V

83

118

1+0,103

1+0

2,3

91

Cementation 21,22;
modern 95-6; pot 79

Cementation-cupellation 12l+

Ceuti 122

Charcoal, use of 1+2

Chemistry, Mesopotamian 82

Chemical processes l+l;
technology 1,5

Cl6ment-Mullet 87

Coin, assay 15;
insignia 121 ;
testing 29

Coinage, early 11;
gold 25

Coloring

Constants, physical

Control test

Copper
in cupellation 115

Copper-gold, alloy
refining 67

Cramer

Cuadrilla

Cupel
materials 32

2,5

ioi+,5

79

19;

27;

88

121

1+0,1+1;

Cupellation 7, 21,23,2i+,31;
English 9I+ ;
German 9I+ ; modern 99

Currency, Babylonian

Daniq

Dhuqi gold

de Goeje

Delougaz

Denarius

Diderot

Die, coinage
imitation of 77,78 ;
Islamic .101

Dinar, Amiri
Egyptian 28,29

Dioscorides

Dirham, coinage of
early Arb. 8 j

nuqra 33 ; >raraq

11

1+6

98

89

11

11+

1+3

37;

25;

111

31;

29
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Dodwell 88 Futaqa 103

Dougherty- 93 Galen 110

Drachm, Sassanian 8 Garbers 85,86

Dyeing, skins 2 Gilding 2

Dyes 3 Gilt -writing 58

Egyptian gold 98 GIN 13

Ehrenkreutz 9)90,91)97)11^ Glauber lO^f

Electrum 11 Glue, fish 3

Elements, four 17 Gold coins. standards 60

Engraver, work of 38 Gold, "botanical"
coinage 25 ;

19;

Ercker

Al-Farabi

Fattih

Fineness, gold

Fire assay-

Fish glue

coinmercial 96
generation of 6 ; green 20
Islamic 26,29 ; leaf 7?8
medicinal ^35^6 ; red 20
refining of 25,6^,65;
Roman 39 ; solution of 3)

6 ; sources 19)53;
virtues of 5^ ; white

93

llf

65j 66

20

3
Golden silver ore

smelting 68,69

20

18;

Fitih lif Gowland 115

Flan, manufacture of 37 Grierson 90

Flans, polishing of 35)36 Grohmann 102

Foil, gold 20,25)^3 Gunpo-wder 5

Fool's gold 20 Gyges 11

Forbes 96 Habaa 31,69)71-5)115)119

Fraud, minting 102 Hafsi 122

Furnace deposit 80;
minting 39)^1 ;
silver refining 71-2;
smelting 63ff

Haraja

Al-Hasan
•

26,78,96

<=Ali al-Maghribi 106
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Al-Hasani 87
0

Hasuni 122

Hawthorne 88

Hedfors 88

"Heraclius" 7

Hermetic literature IO8

Herodotus 11

Hijaz chimney 71

Hoffmann 121

Holmyard 9?90,96

Hoover 88

Hubrushi 2h

Hubub al-nar 33,3^,73,7^120

Hunain ibn Ishaq 17

Husain 86
#

Ilg 88

Impurities, adjustment of 8l

Incendiaries 5

Ingot gold 26,27

Ingot gold, test 66

Ink, metallic 3 j
secret 3

Tnl TTtiTvfl If3,l4^, If5,110,111

A1-®Iraqi 19

Islamic gold 26,39

Itlaq

Jabir

Job of Edessa

Kail

Al-Kamil

Al-Kimill

Karat

Al-Karmali

68

86

17

115

25,53,98,105

9

121,122

98

Kashf al-asrar al-^ilmiya

bidar al-darb al-MisrIya 9,
translation ^75 contents ^9,51

99,105,116,117

103

12

6,120

Kau.ial

Kautilya

Khafaj e

Ibn Khaldun

Al-Khaledy 8lf

Khanikoff 87

A1-Khazini 87,92

Al-Kilani 101

Al-Kindi ^3,85

Kleeman 97

Kohle 83

Kos e 116

Kuhl 58

Lead, in refining 69;
metallurgy of 7
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Leclerc 111 Massoul 83

Legrain 93 Mateu y Llopis 122

Leiden papyrus 82,83 Maturation 107;
metal I7 ; silver 53-If

Lenormant 90
Mayer 89,125

Letourneau 123
Al-Mazandarani 15

Levey 82,81+, 85,91,93,9I+, 96,
if-5103,107,110, 111, 112, III+, 121+ Medicinal chemicals

Levi-Provengal 125 Medicine, gold in it-3

Liddell 91+, 95,99,100 Mercury 19;
in refining 59-60

Llppert

LlppmazL

Liqas

Lias

Lucas

Maftun

Malmonides

Makhluf

Al-Malik al-Sallh
# •

Al-Millki

Manuscript, minting

Al-Maqrlzi

Marat

Mardaiffiahi

Martak

Ibn Masawaih

88

3

3,6

93

112

110

118

102

118

10

89,96,118

123

122,123

^5

85

133

Metallurgy, books

Metals, currency

Metallurgy, gold
silver

8

11

5,7
5,6

Metallurgy, Mesopotamian 12^+

Meyerhof 85,92,110

Miles 89,90,91

Millas Vallicrosa 81+

Military chemicals 5

Mina 12

Mineral gold 53

Minerals, origin 17;
theory of I7,I8

Mingana 92,93

Mint 11;
froud 37,38,1+0,78,79;
operations 37 ;
Roman 13 ; secrets 52



Al-Ruhawl 17

Ruska 3,10,82,92, 108,110

Sabata 122

Sabati 122

de Sacy 89

Saif al-Din Hajji lit

Ibn Salim 89,119

Salt 22

Saltpeter 5

Al-SaqatI 12lf

Sarkis 90

Sarre 82

Sauvaire 92

Scoria, gold ^3,58

Sergius 8if

Shahira 123

Shekels 12

Shihabaddin 100

Sikka 101

Silver, alloy 13-;
Babylonian 12
chloride 22
fineness 13)1^
ingot 11
metallurgy 6,7
ores 21 ^
refining 31,69-70 ;
standard of 39?W

Silvering

Silver-lead eutectic 101;
mixture 3^+ ;
refining 71-72

Al-Simawi 5? 87

Ibn Sina 10^-

Sirsim 56,60,119

SisCO 107

Smelting ^-0

Smith 88,107

Sobhy 92

Solidos hazumies , 122

Sommers 97

Specific gravity 16

Standard, adjustment
of gold

Standard dinar

Standard, gold coin

Standard horaja

Standards, preserving 77-8,80

Standard shekel • 12

Stapleton 86

Striking of coins 102

Subh al-sikka 97

A1- Sufyani 3 >8^+

Sulfur 23

Al-Suli 15,91,92

67-69

25

60,62

26

13»+



Mint worker, care of

Minter, caution of

Minting, history
North African

Mintmaster, duty of

Mithai.1

Monetary reform

Moon Mountain

Mosaics, coloring

Mudd

Mu'nis

Muqaddiniflh

Muratori

Al-NahulusI

Nitric acid method

Nugget, gold

Nuara.

106

38

1+2

9

20,53

7

115

21+, 89,91,105

87

2,83

99,102

21+

19

33,100

70

77-81

38

11;

Nuqra dirham,
manufacture of

Ohms s a

Obrvza.

01instead

Ore, refining of
ripening i8 ;
Sudanese 112-3

Owen

2^-

21+

91

59;

99

Parting 22,23,52, 51+ff, 95,108

135

Parting, Mesopotamia

Perfiunery

Perfumes

Petroleum products

Polishing, of flans
gold 66-7 ; nuqra.
waraq dirham 75-6

27

If

85

5

35,1+0;
70-71;

Propoedeutics

Al-Qalqashandi

Al-Qarafi

•Qatrala

Ihn al-Qattim
9 9

Quicklime

Ibn Raja'

Ray

Al-Razi

Refining, Arab
gold
loss in 61
silver 13,31,32

Ricard

Ritter

Roasting

Rogers

Rose

Rosenthal

Rubacjv

97,100,106

113

121

120

5

111

85,103

86

21;
23,32,61+,65;

second 27;

81+

82

21

92

101+

121

62



Sumac, in polis.hing 36 Vinegar 5

Sumerian money 11 Vitriolum 83

Al-Tabari
0

.32 Waraq 29,33,3^,^15119,120

Tafsir 32 Waraq dirham, manufacture 73-^;

Ibn abi Tahii>
0

polishing 75-6 5
2 test for 7^-75

Tanning 3 Watson 90

Al-TarabulusI
m

90 Weights h2

Tax, dinar 125; Wellmann 111
minting 97

2hWet method
Tears, pure 113 -

86,87Wiedemann
Technology, information 6

Winderlich 82
Temperature control 25

58Writing, gold
Testing, coin

qualitative 98 5 Ya^quMi 122
silver 33

Thabit ibn Qurra
Ya^qubi gold 26,60

Zi.ia.1 al-bulls 72
Theophilus Presbyter 7

Touchneedies
Zxvada 96

28

Touchstone, use of

Transmutation

Tychs en

Tyrian gold

Urine, in reducing

Value, dinar
dirham

Vernet Gines

6l,62ff

16

69

98

22

15
15

106

136
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